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u GENTES

BATTLE OF CIVILISATIONS

GENTES

CIVILISATIONS ACROSS CENTURIES
Gentes, Latin for „People“, was first in 2017
by Spielworxx, sold out very quickly and
has now been re-published by Game
Brewer. The most notable feature of this
game is an innovative time mechanism,
represented by Sand Timer tiles which you
need to take practically for every player
action and thus reduce the available action spaces for players during the current
round – there are only 6 round altogether
– and maybe also in the next round. Furthermore, the actions described later can,
for the most part, be only implemented
by the removing of action tiles – Tile Removal, a reversed Worker Placement
mechanism, so to say.
The big game board depicts the Eastern
part of the Mediterranean states and territories, divided into
three regions. Every
region has six cities
with tree different
resources – temple
piece, oracle token,
merchant city with
money yield – in
the course of the
game, players put their houses into those
cities with the “Seafaring” action, yield
money or bonus tokens, which in turn
provide other reductions and options for
other actions.

Furthermore, the board shows several
different areas like „Philosopher“ - educational costs -with six types of population groups – artisan, soldier, priest etc.,
to improve the status of the respective
population on your own board; „Scribe“
to allow you to buy additional civilization
cards for your hand (you begin the game
with two such cards); „Chronicler“ for playing those cards; „Tax Collector“ to enhance
your financial status; „Leader“ to become
the new starting player, and the already
mentioned „Seafaring“ to occupy cities
on the board and in the so-called hometown-area, which again gives you various
advantages for the game as you acquire
additional action options or improvements thereby, like buying cheaper or +1
for population, etc.

Very interestingly regulated, too, is the
mechanism to improve your own population. You must buy one of the action tiles
for the price indicated on it, then place the
tile on your action board and then put the
depicted number of timer tiles behind it.
For some actions in other areas, you must

place more than one timer, may even up
to three timers. You can decide, if you
want, to place maximum two timers adjacently as a double timer or to place them
separately on two cases. For this decision,
you need to know that at the end of the
round, in the so-called Decline phase,
only one timer is removed from each action case, so that from double timers one
remains in place, which blocks the action
case in the next round or earns you penalty points at the end of the last round.
Gert Stöckl
An exceptional civilization development game with
few area control elements (no wars) and an innovative time-consummation mechanism.
Depending on the amount you paid, you
can either buy one or two population improvements; the further to the right the
intended population group is situated,
the higher the costs will be. Then the remaining population tiles are shifted to the
left, becoming cheaper, and the selected
tiles are placed again in reversed positions
at the right-hand end. The improved population groups are adjusted accordingly
on your own board; the six groups are
marked in three rows with counter-current numbers of 1 to 6 (from left to right
as well as from right to left). At some point,
ideally, the two groups will run into each
other, and thereby moving each other
backwards; so that, if you have brought
one group up to improvement level Six,
the other group in the same group will be
at Zero automatically.
However, one of the most important
action is the acquisition of additional
civilization cards, which are divided into
three eras, up to eight of them
are available for the action
“Scribe”. For this, too, you can
acquire up to three cards with
one action; the more of them
and the further to the right
they are placed, the more you
have to pay and the more timer tiles you need to take.
The action yielding most
points is the action „Chronicler“ for playing exactly one
civilization card from your
hand, which is, of course, also
regulated by the „Tile Removal“ system with ascending
costs and one or two timer
tiles, and is a favorite, especially towards the end of the
game, to get the point-laden
cards (up to 18 victory points)
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GENTES / MY LINES FOR WIN t

Various bonus tiles - e.g. for the first player
who has played eight cards or has 18 population or has all six houses in cities on the
board, he will receive eight victory points,
all others only four – are also an incentive
to follow very definite strategies to be first
in one of those categories.
At the end of each round, a so-called Decline phase is resolved, in which you do .
besides the already mentioned removal
of sand timer tiles, several other cleaningup operations and also do, for instance,
a check on hand cards. If you have more
than three cards in hand, you must take a
timer tile for each additional one and have
thus fewer action options in the following round. In each region on the board,
exactly one town for each player, at his
on choice, is activated; this also gives you
quite some money or victory points or
various temple or oracle cubes. You can,
for instance, discard three cubes to improve one population.

www.gamesjournal.at

Many details as well as the resolving of the
game end would exceed to scope of this
review. The rules themselves are rather
straightforward, twelve pages for three
to four players. All rules are easily understood and comprehensible, featuring lots
of examples. There are rules and a board
(on the back of the regular board) for two
players and even a solitaire rule.
So, there is barely a wish that is not met by
this – in my opinion – nearly perfect civilization development game. A definite recommendation for all players interested in
innovative and partially really new mechanisms must be unconditionally given. þ
Gert Stöckl

INFORMATION
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1-4

Designer: Stefan Risthaus
Artist: Harald Lieske, Adam P. Mclver
Price: ca. 48 Euro
Publisher: Game Brewer 2018
www.gamebrewer.com

AGE:
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TIME:

90+

EVALUATION
Civilization development
Users: For experts
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr nl es
In-game text: no
Comments:
New luxury edition * Innovative time consumption mechanism * Acceptable duration
* No area control mechanisms * © Image
Hank Rolleman
Compares to:
Civilization for general theme and game
mechanics
Other editions:
Spielworxx (sold out), Maldito (es)

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 34 and 35

My lines for WIN
Dagmar de Cassan, Editor -in-Chief

In this August/September 2018 issue we
can present the winners of the second important German games award:
Winner of Deutscher Spiele Preis 2018 is
AZUL by Michael Kiesling (Next Move /
Vertrieb Pegasus Spiele). Second and third
place go to GAIA PROJECT by Helge Ostertag and Jens Drögemüller (Feuerland
Spiele) and RAJAS OF THE GANGES by Inka
and Markus Brand (HUCH!), places 4 to 10 to
CLANS OF CALEDONIA by Juma Al-JouJou
(Karma Games), HEAVEN & ALE by Michael
Kiesling and Andreas Schmidt (eggertspiele + Pegasus Spiele), PANDEMIC LEGACY
SEASON 2 by Matt Leacock and Rob Daviau, (Z-Man Games / Asmodée), KLONG!
by Paul Dennen (Schwerkraft-Verlag), DIE
QUACKSALBER VON QUEDLINBURG by
Wolfgang Warsch (Schmidt Spiele), THE
MIND by Wolfgang Warsch (NürnbergerSpielkarten-Verlag), ALTIPLANO by Reiner
Stockhausen (dlp games).
Deutscher Kinderspiele Preis 2018 goes to
MEMOARRR! by Carlo Bortolini (Edition
Spielwiese + Pegasus Spiele)
Many award winners were already presented in Win, so please check out
http://www.gamesjournal.at
for current issues

My rating:

of the third era on the table. The cards
usually specify up to two cities where you
need to have a house already set up by
the „Seafarer“ action.
Always, the cards show requirements of
the minimum values of necessary population groups; you need to consider this
carefully when improving your own population as well as for buying cards for your
hand – you need to include this in your
planning ahead.
Those cards give you – in relation to the
era – rising numbers of points and certain
other permanent advantages – maybe
also disadvantages, e.g. loss of a unit of
population – and also additional action
options. The cards also show one or two of
four possible symbols; for each card, you
can select a symbol, and score a point for
every card carrying that symbol that you
have played already. This chain reaction
should also be considered when buying
cards, as long chains and each additional
card can lead to acquisition of quit a lot of
victory points.

REVIEW

http:// www.gamescompanion.at
for Games Companion Game by Game.
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u KEYPER

WORKER PLACEMENT GAME WITH A DIFFERENT SOUL

KEYPER

HARD WORK IN “KEYDOM”
Here we are with a new adventure by Richard Breese in the kingdom of “Keydom”: but
this time we have a few surprises added to
classic working placement mechanics.

square cases shows a tower and it is directly
connected to the river: it has a white meeple
icon and a symbol: a “green leaf” for Spring,
a “daisy” for Summer, a “brown leaf” for Au-

to accelerate set-up as it will take some time.
Each player gets one of the four folding
boards and “composes” it at will, but the case
with the tower and the “green leaf” must be
openly displayed: the four boards are then
placed one near the other in a line. Four
boats are randomly selected and placed
on one side, all of them showing the Spring
symbol as well. All the “spring” tiles (the ones
with a “green leaf, of course) are taken from
the common reserve and placed in one bag,
then 8 of them are randomly extracted and
placed near the board. All
the remaining tiles are also
placed on the table for future use. Picture 3 shows the
gaming table after the set-up
Each player takes his personal board, the 6 “building” and 6 “farm” tiles of his
color, 2 wooden tokens to
mark the Victory Points (VP),
one “Village Fair” per type
(Spring, Summer and Fall),
one Keyper, 8 workers (1
grey, 1 orange, 1 brown, 1
blue, 1 green, 1 black and 2
whites “Jokers”), a “tower” tile
and one finished product per
type. Please look at picture
4 to see how the personal
board looks like after the initial set-up.

When you take the box of KEYPER in your
hands you immediately note the weight
and, opening the lid, you understand why:
it is full of wooden and cardboard components. Again, Richard decided to make a
game without a “real” board (like Keyflower)
but you are hooked by the 4 special square
boards (150x150 mm) made of superposed

cardboard layers in order to let them fold
in different directions. Each board has 14
square cases (for the actions) and one rectangular blue case (the river): one of the

4
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tumn and a “snowflake” for Winter. Yes, as it
happened in other games from Richard, life
in Keydom (and the game turns, of course)
is regulated by the seasons. In effect all the
“graphics” of this game a reminiscent of
those of Keyflower and we may even say
that this is a sort of “follow-up”.
All other material is also well
done and sturdy enough for
the job: 4 “personal” boards,
26 Fair tiles , 48 Home building tiles in four colors - 6x village and 6x farm per player,
48 Country building tiles
with 12 farm and 36 village
tiles, 6 boats, 4 wooden
Keypers (one per player, representing the master of their
village), 32 Keyples (workers)
in seven different colors, 96
animals (white sheep, brown
cows, pink pigs, beige horses, grey goats, yellow hens,
black boars and, for the first
time in a game, red deer),
48 cubes resources and 48
octagonal cylinders finished
goods (wood, clay and stone), 20 yellow
wooden wheat and 64 colored translucid
plastic gems. Really a lot of stuff. I strongly
suggest storing each type in a different bag

The game’s sequence is
simple, as each player, on
his turn, has one of the following possibilities: (a) play
his “Keyper” placing it on a free “tower” case
(therefore selecting one of the four boards);
(b) – play one of his “keyples” (workers) in
one case and make the related action; (c)
– lay down one or more keyples and make
again the action of that case; (d) – Join another player’s in a case and make the related
action.
Every board has 14 square “action” cases, and
each of them contains a drawing and a colored border. When a player places a worker
in a case, he does the depicted action or
takes one or more resources. Placing for
example a worker in a green case you may
get wheat or sheep or pig; placing a worker
on a grey (orange/brown) case you will get
stone (clay/wood); etc. Placing a meeple on
the blue port means that you may select one
of the available boats, doing the actions that
it offers. Some cases allow you to transform
a raw material (cubes) in a finished product
(octagonal cylinders) or to build or improve
a building, etc. You exchange or add your resources from/to your personal board.
If the worker has the same color of the selected case the action double: a green worker on a green case, for example, means that
you get TWO wheats (sheep/pigs); a grey
meeple on a grey case let you take TWO
stones, a blue worker on a boat allows you

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 34 and 35
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to make TWICE the actions depicted, etc.
But a new a very interesting rule states that
when you play a worker you MUST ask the

other players if they want to join you on that
action. The first player, in turn order, who accepts your invitation may add one keyple of
the same color (or a white one) to that case:
then both take the double of the resources/
actions of that case. If both meeples are of
the same color of the case’s border you get
three times its resources/actions. Going on
with our example you may have: a green
worker that joins another green meeple
on a green case allows you to tale THREE
wheats (sheep, pig, etc.) You may always

play a white meeple to match a color as they
are a sort of “jokers”. But if the FIRST keyple is
a white one the joining one must be white
too.
Two of the actions are used to purchase new
buildings or to improve existing ones: you
may buy a building tile of your color or one
of the eight always available near the board.
Once purchased they should be immediately inserted in
the grid of your
personal board:
on the left side
(green) if you purchased a “farm” or
in the central grid
for the others.

Therefore, in the first part of each season
you must purchase farms FIRST and then
you take some animals. Each farm depicts
certain types of
animals and states
how many Victory
Points (VP) they
will grant to the
player at the end of
the game. In other
words, you may use
each farm to host
any four animals,
but you get VP only
if you use the ones
printed on the tile
(see picture 5).
To improve your buildings, you place a
worker on the related case of the board,
you pay one resource (1 cube for the farms
and 1 octagonal cylinder for the other buildings) and you turn the tile on the other side,
where actions and VP are more important.
You may use “wheat” instead of the resources (wheat is a sort of joker).
When a player places a worker on a blue case
of the board, he selects one of the four available boats and put
it on the case: then
he may do from
one to three special
actions, as depicted
on the boat (get
new resources or
sell some of yours
to receive VP). As
usual if you use any
worker you may do
just one action, if
you use a blue one
you have two actions and if another
worker joined you
both gets three actions. Each boat shows
TWO possible action: (a) you may transform
one of the depicted resources in another or
(b) you may sell a resource/animal to get VP.
It is also possible to use one case that already has ONE worker adding one meeple
and performing the usual number of actions (2-3) but the original worker then is
laid down and cannot be used anymore (he
is now too tired!!).

All the animal that
you got during a
season must be
placed in a factory
tile (to a maximum
of four per tile)
otherwise
they
are
eliminated.

www.gamesjournal.at

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 34 and 35
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GAMES BUYER INFORMATION SYSTEM - GABIS
STRUCTURE
Each game review also features an evaluation which can
help you to find the game that best suits your tastes. The
color accompanying each game title represents the USER
Group. The headline also contains icons for age and number
of players.
The BAR in the evaluation box displays color codes for up to
10 features of a game.
USER GROUP
We have defined 4 target groups (color accompanying the
head line)
Kinder:
Games for children an educational games. Adults can play
in a guiding function.
Familien:
Children and parents play together, all have the same
chance to win and have fun.
Freunde:
Young people and adults play together as equals
Experten:
Games with special demands on rules and playing time.
Especially for game geeks
Please note for the user groups Children, Family and
Friends: Children who love to play can be ahead of their
peers! Please note that our target group “families” does not
imply the classical concept of „family games“! Furthermore,
our user groups can overlap. The choice of suitable games
always depends on your playing partners and your fun
with games!
Games that are especially eligible for Solo play or for 2 players or Large groups of players are marked with an icon.
FEATURES
Each game targets preferences for different features in a
player, therefore each game is not suitable for each player.
We have listed 10 features players note when deciding
on a game. Only if a player finds his preferred features in
a game he will enjoy the game. The color code marks the
dominant features. Educational games train the highlighted
preference.
Empty boxes: This feature is neclectable or not present
One colored box: This feature is present, but not essential
Two colored boxes: This feature is present and important
in the game
Three colored boxes: This feature is dominant and essential
Chance:
The game is influenced by dice, cards or any other form of
random generator
Tactics:
Take decision, short-term planning, planning based on
one move
Strategy:
Think ahead, long-term planning, planning for several
moves
Creativity:
The player has to provide words, phrases, images and other
creative efforts
Knowledge:
Cultural and educational knowledge, long-term memory
Memory:
Remember, learn by heart, short-time memory
Communication:
Talk to each other, negotiate, inform
Interaction:
Influencing each other, bluffing, auction
Dexterity
Motor skills
Action:
Body movement, balance and reaction
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Version: The edition of the game on which the review is
based
Rules: This lists the languages in which rules are available or
are included in the game, often even more translations can
be found on the web.
In-game text: A YES marks a game with languagedependent components that cannot be played without
translation or knowledge of the language
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When a player estimates that one of the
four folding boards is of interest for him
for the next turn, he may place his Keyper
on the tower of that board, near the port.
From now on all the workers that are in
that board (or that will be added later) will
be assigned to the player for the next turn.
This is a very interesting rule as it adds suspense to the game: if you claim a board too
early the opponents will rarely spend a new
worker on it (knowing that you will get it at
the end of the turn). But if you wait too long,
the best boards will go to your opponents,
and you risk starting the new turn with less
Pietro Cremona
A very good game based on the “classic” worker
placement but mixed with some cooperation and
area control. Planning is necessary, but the players
should adapt their tactics to the situation that they
find at the beginning of their turn.
than eight workers or missing some colors.
Usually in our first tests the boards started
to be claimed when they already contained
3-4 workers, especially if 1-2 of them where
white. With more experience we started to
get the boards with 5-6 workers because cooperating with the other players means a lot
of extra resources and/or actions.
This rule also brings another interesting result: after the first turn it is very difficult that
the players still have the same number of
workers: some will have 9-10, some 6-7. Aha
… yes, I hear your comments!!! They are the
same that we did during the very first game:
but NO, the game will not be unbalanced for
two reasons:
(a) - The first reason is that nobody
may use more than 8 workers:
if you have some meeples in excess you must place them in your
tower (the one on the side of the
personal board). When you place
your Keyper those extra workers will give you a free resource
(depending on the color of the
meeple).
(b) - The second reason is that if you
use your last worker and your
opponents still have some extra
meeples to play, in each of the following turns you may lay down all
the workers of one of “your” cases
(on the board that you selected
with your Keyper) using again
them to get actions or resources.
Very nice and interesting rule. With some
experience on this game you will find that
even with only 6 workers you may have
more flexibility and extra resources: if, for
example, you have in “your” board a 3 actions case (two workers of the same color of
the case) you may lay down both to get 3
actions again.

6
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At the end of the turn the players must show
the “Village Fair” tile of that season: if they
own what is depicted on the tile (usually
possession of a certain number of animals
and/or resources) they get the VP printed
on it. Otherwise they must discard it. At the
start of the game each player received three
“Village Fair” tiles for the first 3 seasons: the
winter “Fair” tiles should be acquired during
the game as they appear from the bag, together with the extra farms and buildings.
Those winter tiles have a “lower” value if
they are in Summer or Autumn (minimum
4 VP): but if you show them in winter, they
will grant a higher value (minimum 6 VP).
They usually need animals/resources AND
precious stones: some of them may a source
of many VP if you are able to repeat up to
four times a certain combination of stones.
Precious stones are not available on the first
turn and only in Winter you have enough
cases for this “business”. Therefore, during
the game, the players should pay high attention to the “Winter” Fair” tiles that are offered.
At the end of each turn the players take the
board with their Keyper and all the workers;
then should decide the new combination of
their folding board for the next season: they
may twist the board as they wish and as the
bending allows them, but the final combination must include the case with the new
season symbol.
At the end of the fourth season the game is
over: the players add their VP and adjust the
score track on their personal board: we discovered that the score will usually pas the 99
points indicated on the boards, so we added
an extra “100 VP token” to keep track of the
first 100 VP.
After a dozen of tests, we still must find a
“winning” strategy: the options on each turn
are so many and the interaction is so high
that the best suggestion that we may give
is … look at the situation when it is your
turn and try to get the maximum! Not a very
helpful suggestion isn’t? We found that joining the opponents is always the best way to
get more actions and/or resources, so we
strongly recommend it. Doing this unfortunately reduce quickly your reserve of workers, so you will have the opportunity to lay
down some of them (re-doing again good
actions) before your opponents will use the
last keyple.

you may get a minimum of 5-6 workers in
anyone of the four boards you may even forget about your Keyper, playing at your best
even on boards already reserved by the opponents, in order to maximize your resources. And if an opponent will finish the turn
with 10-11 workers this is not a problem: he
can use only 8 of them and you will be able
to lay down some of your workers to double
a few actions and/or get extra resources.
Do not forget to place your farms and buildings in your personal board, including some
good extra tiles purchased in the common
market. When Autumn arrives, it is time to
improve your buildings in order to maximize the final VP.
One tiny criticism before more praise: The
rules are not the best I have seen; sometimes it works better to repeat some suggestions in different parts of the rules, to
better clarify them.
In all other aspects, Keyper is a very interesting game and he already won the GOBLIN
MAGNIFICO prize in Italy (https://www.goblins.net/articoli/goblin-magnifico-e-sceltodai-goblin-2018-atteso-epilogo) after a
hard selection between the best games for
experts. þ
Pietro Cremona

INFORMATION
Designer: Richard Breese
Artist: Vicki Dalton
Price: ca. 60 Euro
Publisher: R&D Games / HUCH! 2017
www.hutter-trade.com

PLAYERS:

2-4
AGE:

12+
TIME:

120+

EVALUATION
Eurogame, worker placement
Users: For experts
Version: multi
Rules: de en it jp pl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Interesting board formed by folding squares
* Nice graphics * Good interaction among
players * Rules not the best possible ones
Compares to:
Keyflower
Other editions:
Character Edition, R&D (en)

During the first test the players tend to
under-evaluate the boats or they use them
only to get new resources: then you realize
that if you SELL resources you get VP and
therefore in the following games you try
first to get enough extra resources before
purchasing your ship and use them mainly
to make VP. It is not unusual to arrive to 2530 VP at the end of the fourth season, with
this system, so this is a good booty.
Acquiring a folding board is not such a
decisive action: as soon as you realize that

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 34 and 35

My rating:
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RACE TO THE NEW FOUND LAND t

SHIPS DIRECTED BY ACTIONS

RACE TO THE NEW FOUND LAND
WITH SHIPS FROM FIVE NATIONS
The title is a double entendre on new
found land and our destination which is
Newfoundland in the Northern Atlantic
Ocean. Captain and First Mate are Martin
Kallenborn and Jochen Scherer. Both are,
at least form me, rather unknown designers, who have signed on for this game with
Hans im Glück Verlag. Martin Kallenborn
has travelled already once before, with
Matthias Prince for Helios, a game that I
did like very much then. He has also created „Baumhausparty“ with Haba. Together
with Jochen Scherer, he has published „Asselschlamassel“ with Drei Magier Verlag.
What is the topic for this new cooperation, then? We try to discover countries or
islands, that is, and to settle them, if appropriate. At the same time, we trade in
Wood, Cloth, Ore and Gold. Gold is a joker
for all goods when needed. The cover of the
game box very nicely interprets delight in
discoveries and in adventures with the ship
and crew it shows.

www.gamesjournal.at

So, what’s in the box? In addition to the
obligatory board, there are five player
boards which represent various countries
– The Netherlands, England, Spain, France
and Portugal – and feature varying starting
conditions. Four of the five boards are used
in a game; the backside of the unused nation’s board is used as a deposit board. The
same principle is used for the starting ships
of the respective nations.
The remaining ships, designed das tiles, are
divided into big and small ones. The small
ones can be acquired during the game for
a fixed price of 1 Wood and 1 Cloth, while
the big frigates are expensive and need
to be paid for in various ways. However, if
you buy them, they yield three additional
victory points. As all ships vary in equipment, it is necessary to consider which of
the vessels from the display can be of best
use. Furthermore, the box holds 34 island
tiles and 18 order tiles as well as five geometric frames; I’ll come back to their func-

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 34 and 35

REVIEW

tion later. Eight compass tiles and a starting
marker complete set. For cards, there are 21
for once-only use, five of which are starting
card and vary in their requisites. 15 target
und five captain cards offering various advantages can be acquired during the game.
Extra points are available for whoever
reaches or passes the 50 points mark first.
Wooden parts in the game comprise 25
wooden blocks in every player color and a
ship marker. The commodities range offers
15 cloth and wood pieces, plus 12 ore and
gold pieces.
At the start of the game, the already mentioned frame markers are placed on slots 7,
15, 20, 25 and 35 of the scoring track. The
player, who is first to arrive at or pass one of
those frames, can select a card from a stack
of five target or captain cards, whichever
one he believes is of most advantage. Then
you move the marker to the next ship, but
maximum three cases back. The next player
to master this obstacle, however, has fewer
selection options
You begin with one Ore commodity. At
the start of each of the four round, you receive one Wood and one Cloth. In the Land
Phase, you can now expand the harbor
with an additional shipyard or buy useful
ships. In the consecutive Planning phase,
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u RACE TO THE NEW FOUND LAND

there are action like Loading, Settling, Delivery and Discovery. Each player decides
which of the options he will use for himself
and places one ship – in case of loading – or
up to three ships for the other variants at
the respective positions.

Nova Scotia Island:
As indicated by the name, the island was an
English colony originally that in 1867 was
integrated into Canada as a province.
Prince Edward island:
The smallest among the islands, previously

tive. New England denominates a region
comprising Connecticut, New Hampshire,
Maine, Massachusetts, Vermont and Rhode
Island in the Northeastern USA, famous
for the beauty if its “Indian Summer”. This
region also harbors the famous American
universities of Yale and Harvard, and even
the War of Independence or Revolutionary War started here with the “Boston Tea
Party”. If you place your marker here, you
dot reap a bonus, but a victory point at the
least.
With the Delivery action you can now sell
the commodities that you acquired while
Loading or from Once-only cards. The
area for this activity comprises the cities of
Stockholm, Hamburg and Venice. In analogy to New England, Antwerp serves as the
alternative in this action. Stockholm offers
five orders with varying numbers of points,
Hamburg and Venice offer three orders
each.

Now it is necessary to explain the different
traits of the ships. Each ship shows a number for persons – 1 or 2, crates – 0-4, and
telescopes – up to 4. In case of Loading, the
number of crates decides which commodity you receive. Furthermore, you can - depending on the number of crates – draw a
corresponding number of once-only cards
from their stock and keep one of them. The
others are discarded. While loading is done
in clockwise direction, the sail value that is
also marked on the ship tiles, is relevant for
the other actions and determines the turn
order.
If you decide on Settling, the person number value is active. You put your color
marker on a free island tile. Those tiles have
two bonus options and you can select one
of them. When the ship you use, shows
two persons, you may place a stack of two
markers, will however, still only receive one
bonus.

named St. Johns Island, it carries traces of
settlements from 9000 B.C. Was leaning
towards the United States, but was “convinced” by Canada by picking up the cost
of the then railway system.
Newfoundland:
With Newfoundland I usually associate a
race of dogs, animals weighing around 50
kilos. Actually, the island was famous for its
schools of codfish, that were so numerous
that they presented an obstacle to ships.
The residents are descendants of Vikings,
Frenchmen, Irishmen and Scotsmen and
are considered to be „Ostfriesen - Friesians“
of Canada.
If you cannot decide on an island, there
is always New England for an alterna-

For the Discovery action, you have to consider the Telescope symbols. Those symbols allow you draw this total of island tiles
and place one of them for each ship you
deployed. The shape of the tile you place
must, however, correspond to the template
shape on the board. You mark the tile with
your personal marker and take both indicated bonuses. One slot remains empty for
future settlement.
When one of the four rounds in the game
is completed, additional island tiles are revealed. For this, one of the eight compass
cards is turned over and - in relation to the
number of players - additional tiles are added to the island indicated on the compass
card. If the corresponding landscape is no
longer available, you continue turning up
tiles until one is suitable.
When then one of the islands is completely
filled, a scoring is triggered. The owners of
most and second most person markers on

Now a short discourse on the available islands:
Anticosti Island:
With its 400 shipwrecks, this island is
deemed to be the graveyard of the St. Lawrence Golf. Despite having been discovered
already in 1534, there are only 280 people
living there and today the island is a Nature
Reserve.

8
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Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 34 and 35
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REVIEW

RACE TO THE NEW FOUND LAND t

huge region like New England is placed
into the ocean as an island. The same goes
for the order cities. There would have been
enough suitable cities around the island or
Canada or the US which would, in my opinion, have been better suited to the theme
than European cities. Or was a forced appearance of Belgium, Sweden, Germany
and Italy necessary? The rules are very exerted but sometimes somewhat exaggerated. I quote: “The starting player calls the
order for Loading”! I believe that in the target group for the game, a clock-wise turn
order should not be unknown. Or, and I
quote again: “You must not place more tiles
than you have drawn”. Oh, really?

Rudolf Ammer
The game stands out due to a plethora of varieties,
albeit with a high element of chance
In the final scoring, you receive one point
for each marker on islands and cities that
have not yet been scored. Unused Onceonly cards and target cards give you two
points each. For this scoring, there is now
required scoring sequence, which could
again be pivotal for the bonus points from
the 50/100 cards.
Finally, a few words on the advantages of
the various nations.
Portugal has the option to upgrade an additional shipyard to add one more ship to
the harbor.
Spain - If you have developed the Colonial
administration, you can- during Settling add an additional marker on one of the two
slots on an island tile on display and select
one of the two bonuses again.
France - If you have upgraded Customs,
you receive three additional points for each
delivery.
Netherlands: If you have upgraded the Naval Office, you can raise you Sail strength by
two for each action to influence turn order.
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England - If you developed the colonial
harbor, you can keep an additional Onceonly card, if you draw minimum two cards.
The special abilities of the Captains:
Christoph Columbus places an additional
island tile when settling and accrues both
bonuses of the tile.
Ferdinand Magellan is played with a ship
in the planning phase and raises the Sail
strength of the ship by 7.
Hernán Cortez gives you immediately and
then in each Land Phase one additional
gold.
Vasco da Gama is played together with
a ship in the planning phase, the ship receives +3 crate symbols for Delivery or
Loading.
Francis Drake provides an additional shipyard where you can place one more ship.
Let me start with my positive impressions:
The options and variations are really nearly
unlimited. It begins with the option of five
nations to choose from for four players
and continues with the fact that the various ships and order cards come into play
randomly. The variety continues with the
sequence of the discovery of islands. The
same goes for the target cards, which are
stacked in three stacks of five cards each.
Therefore, additional charter ships can appear early in the game or very late in the
game, which can have a significant impact
on the game. Very interesting is the mechanisms that you do a kind of card drafting, when a certain point count has been
reached (frames), even if this is chancedriven, as mentioned earlier in this review.
Now for my critical remarks. First, about
the design. I do not understand why ships
are advanced on a drawing of a cloth strip
serving as point track, and also not why a

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 34 and 35

Rudolf Ammer

INFORMATION

PLAYERS:

Designer: M. Kallenborn, J. Scherer
Artist: Alexander Jung
Price: ca. 45 Euro
Publisher: Hans im Glück 2017
www.hans-im-glueck.de

2-4
AGE:

10+
TIME:

90+

EVALUATION
Discover, trade
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en fr nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Homogenous total of standard mechanisms
* Rules a bit overzealous * Board design
somewhat questionable
Compares to:
Development games with tile and worker
placement
Other editions:
999 Games (nl), Z-Man Games (en, fr ),

My rating:

this island are rewarded with bonus points.
Furthermore, all markers on the island are
worth one point. The scoring is done in
player turn order in clock-wise direction.
Doing it this way is necessary in relation
to the arriving at frame markers or for the
50/100 cards. After the island, the cities are
scored using the same mechanics.
At this point, you can make use of target
cards which you acquired during the round
- the use of the first one is free of charge,
using additional ones costs you two commodities for each target card.

As I am an ardent fan of Hans im Glück, I
was a little bit disappointed by Race to the
New Found Land. The game works, but
is definitely not for strategists. Too many
variants were crammed in, they make longterm planning difficult. For me, the target
group would be families with some gaming experienced or our target group of
Friends. The components are perfect, as is
standard by Hans im Glück games, and the
rules, aside from the points I mentioned,
are flawless. þ
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PRESENTATION

u 5 COLORS / ABC-INSEL

5 COLORS
CARDS FOR POINTS

Play cards of a color for points sounds easy, but is not that easy,
because too many cards of a
color do not score more points,
but are worthless.
The game features 100 cards
in total, 20 each in colors red,
blue, yellow, green and orange;
in each color there are 5 cards
of value 1, 6 cards of value 2, 5
cards of value 3, 2 cards of value
3 and once each cards of value

7
5 and 6.
All cards are shuffled and you
are dealt five cards; then you
remove cards from the stack,
10, 13, 0 or 15 cards in case of 2,
3, 4 or 5 players. In each round,
all players simultaneously play
turns of playing cards on the
table face-down, turn them up,
maybe score them and refill
their hand to five cards. In the
first turn of a round all play two

ABC-INSEL

MOVEMENT FOR LETTERS
Recognizing terms and initial
sounds for letters. Terms are also
represented by self-selected
movements or sounds, guessed
at by other players and talked
about.
In the basic game for 2-4 players, ages 5+, you need to guess
as many letters correctly as you
can and find gold pieces. A letter board is selected, and the
corresponding images are laid

10

5

out. For each letter image players agree on a movement or a
sound for the initial letter. Those
movements and sound are used
by the speaker to describe the
four-letter path to the treasure
spots according to the treasure
card that is only visible to him,
starting with the letter next
to the adventurer. When players name the correct letter and
term and place the treasure chip
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cards, in turn 2 and 3 you add
one card. Then you score for
your own cards in the color that
was most often by all players,
and put those cards into your
scoring stack. If, however, there
are too many cards played in a
color after three turns, in relation to the number of players,
the round explodes, and the
most-played color is set aside
unscored, you now score for
the second-most color; this also
happens in case of a tie. If both
most-played and second-most
color are not scored, no scoring
is done for the round. If a number of cards of value 1 are played
- again in relation to the number of players, you only score
those cards. When the draw pile
is empty, you win with most
points in your score pile.
A clever little card game, where
simultaneous play is very important to not give a hesitating
player an advantage; a good
card memory is helpful and the
nix mix of lots of chance and a
bit of tactic is simply fun! þ

INFORMATION

on the correct letter, a treasure
chip for gold or blank is turned
up. After four treasure cards,
the game is scored: When ten
of the maximum 16 gold pieces
have been found, the trip home
on the ship is paid for and win
together; surplus gold fills the
treasure chamber or yields a
place at the captain’s table.
In the version for players ages
6+, players assemble four words
of four letters each. You use
word cards with four letters
each for two words, the speaker
selects a term and again uses
the agreed-upon movements
or sounds; players guess at the
letters, take the tiles and form
a word with four tiles. If it is correct, four treasure chips can be
revealed. Again, all win, when
the mandatory ten slots on the
ship are filled.
A very nice and felicitous game,
where learning happens playfully, creatively and jointly, a
game that trains initial sounds
and letters as well as creativity,
cooperation and memory. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 34 and 35

PLAYERS:

2-5

AGE:

7+

TIME:

15+

Designer: John Bannister
Artist: Tsuyoshi Hashiguchi
Price: ca. 12 Euro
Publ.: Gallery Ouchi / Japon Brand 2018
www.facebook.com/OuchiGames

EVALUATION
Collect cards for points
Users: For families
Version: jp
Rules: de en fr jp
In-game text: no
Comments:
Nice simple family game
* Sophisticated details *
Somewhat monotonous
design
Compares to:
All card games with collecting cards to collect points
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

5-8

TIME:

30+

Designer: Jens Merkl
Artist: Joachim Krause
Price: ca. 14 Euro
Publisher: Ravensburger 2018
www.ravensburger.de

EVALUATION
Initial sounds, letters, guess
terms
Users: For children
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
Nice cooperative mechanism * Simple terms *
Attractive game concept
Compares to:
Educational games for
letters
Other editions:
Currently none
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PRESENTATION

AGENTENJAGD / ALLE HELFEN MIT t

AGENTENJAGD

APP-SUPPORTED SPY HUNT!
Agents use an App to chase
after a spy and must find informants for clues and auxiliary
items. At the start, players select
a character, set out the board
and the face-down action card
stack, and then register with the
App.
For each game, the App randomly places the agents and
then secretly the spy and one
informant on every continent.

8

Spy and informants remain in
place during the game, they do
not move.
The active player has two actions in his turn, selected from
the options Travel and Play Action Card; in any order, you can
do the same action twice and
can also forego an action. To
travel, you press the app button of the vehicle - motorcycle,
sports car, helicopter or jet, de-

ALLE HELFEN MIT

SORTING FAMILY ITEMS
The Sunshine family - Mum,
Dad, a schoolboy sun, a younger
daughter and a second toddler
son - has muddled up their favorite belongings; players assist
in reassigning all those items to
parents and all three children.
In Spiel 1 - Game 1, all players
sit in the middle of the room.
The five big cards depicting the
family members are laid out or
set up around the players, easily
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3

visible for all players. The small
cards depicting favorite items of
the family members are stacked
face down. In turn, every player
reveals the top item card and
takes it to its owner. If necessary,
all other players assist in identifying the item and in assigning
it to a family member. When all
items have been assigned correctly and taken to the respective family members - color

pending on the starting city
- and move the agent. If you
meet an informant, you receive
action cards when you leave the
continent; the earlier you meet
him the more cards you get; four
cards if you are first to meet him,
one card, if you are last. If you
have met all informants, you automatically receive one action
card per round.
If you play an action card, you
enter the four-digit code and
the app announces the effect
to one player or all players, for
instance the distance to the spy.
At the end of your turn, you secretly learn your distance to the
informant on your current continent. Information from the app
always relates to the location
of the agent after your second
turn action. If you think that you
know the location of the spy,
you travel to this city and then
press the button “Spion fangen”;
if you are correct, you have won.
A familiar, standard topic, freshly interpreted and well-made,
restricted to the essentials for
good, fun family entertainment.
þ

INFORMATION

frames assist in controlling the
correct placement - all players
win together.
In Spiel 2 - Game 2, all cards for
the family members are laid out
face down, and the cards for the
favorite belongings are spread
out, also face-down, around the
person cards. Again, all players
are active in turn. If you are the
active player, you turn up an
item card, name the item and
then turn up a family member
card - when the item belongs
to the revealed person, you take
the item card and place it next
to yourself, face-up, and the
person card is turned back over.
If the cards do not correspond,
you cover them up again. When
all items have been taken, you
win with most cards / the highest stack.
The pretty drawings show items
with which children in the target
age group are familiar - clothing,
toys, etc.; the nice little game
offers practice for identifying,
memorizing and correlation. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 34 and 35

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

8+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Prospero Hall
Artist: Schob, designstudio1.de
Price: ca. 30 Euro
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele 2018
www.schmidtspiele.de

EVALUATION
Deduction, App
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Standard topic * Rather
minimalistic components *
Well-working App
Compares to:
Scotland Yard and other
agent hunts
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-6

AGE:

3+

TIME:

10+

Designer: A. Wrede, C. Cantzler
Artist: not named
Price: ca. 10 Euro
Publisher: Noris Spiele 2018
www.noris-spiele.de

EVALUATION
Spotting, memo
Users: For children
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
Familiar items * Arranged
differently on big and
small cards * Mechanisms
suitable for targeted age
group
Compares to:
Spotting and memo games
Other editions:
Currently none
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PRESENTATION

u BEAT THE PARENTS! / BEESMART

BEAT THE PARENTS!

KIDS VS. GROWN-UPS
Who will win the duel of generations? Adults / parents play
against children, the team that
is first to have both pawns at
the target location, wins. Parents use the red pawns, children
the yellow ones; parents and
children place their three “All
or nothing” chips on any slots
in their own half of the board
and put the two pawns of their
team on their respective start-

6
ing slots. Each question card has
a half with questions for adults
- marked with a red bar and
“ask the parents” and a half with
questions for children - marked
with a yellow bar and “ask the
children”. Each half carries three
questions.
The active team is asked the
first question of the card and
moves one of the team pawns
forward by one step, if the an-

BEESMART

HONEY POTS FOR FLOWER COLORS
If you want to collect honey
pots, you need to survey carefully and react quickly to place
your bee on the right flower tile
in the grid.
30 flower tiles are laid out in a
random arrangement in a 6x5
grid, every player takes a bee
marker. Chips showing one, two
or three honey pots are set oud,
as is the color die for the flower
colors.

12

5

One player rolls the die: All players try simultaneously to place
their bee on the flower tile at
the cross point of the row and
column where there are most
correlations with the result of
the die roll. You count the color
of the petals as well as the color
of the flower pistil, that is the
little circle in the middle of the
flowers, but every flower is only
counted once. You must react
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swer is correct. The second and
third question follow. A wrong
answer ends the turn; thus,
you can move maximum three
steps per turn and must use the
same pawn for all three steps. If
a pawn ends its move on your
own “All or nothing” chip, you
move one of your own pawns
- and maybe an opposing one
- as required and then turn over
the chip. If you end on an occupied slot, you may push the
other pawn back by two steps.
If you arrive at an opposing “All
or nothing” chip, you must only
reveal it, if your turn ends on this
slot! The team that is first to arrive with both pawns at the opposing starting slots, wins the
game.
Basically, quiz as usual, the different sets of questions for
adults / parents and children
are also standard by now; but
if you like quiz games, you will
definitely like Beat the Parents,
maybe Papa does not know the
name of Fred Feuerstein’s best
friend. þ

INFORMATION

quickly, because each flower tile
has only room for one bee. When
all bees have been placed, you
check all rows and columns and
players receive chips with honey
pots: Two honey pots for the
most flowers counted in case of
two players, two and one honey
pot for first and second place in
case of three players, and three,
two and one honey pot for first,
second and third place in case
of four and five players. When
there is a tie, all players involved
in the tie receive the respective
number of honey pots.
Before the next round is played,
every player switches the positions of two flower tiles in the
grid.
This is a game exactly like
games for children should be simple, easy to handle, with lots
of obvious fun to play and lots of
not so obvious but all the same
effective educational content; in
Beesmart it is colors, counting,
quick and exact observation
and fast fast reactions. Pretty
and felicitous! þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 34 and 35

PLAYERS:

2+

AGE:

6+

TIME:

30+

Designer: not named
Artist: not named
Price: ca. 19 Euro
Publisher: Spin Master 2017
www.spinmaster.com

EVALUATION
quiz, two age groups
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de en
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Familiar basic mechanism
* Attractive selection of
questions * Nicely varied
end-of-game condition
Compares to:
All quiz game with ageadapted sets of questions
Other editions:
Spin Master (en), earlier ones at
Imagination Games and Spin Master

PLAYERS:

2-5

AGE:

5+

TIME:

15+

Designer: Hartwig Jakubik
Artist: Kinetic MCD
Price: ca. 9 Euro
Publisher: Piatnik 2018
www.piatnik.com

EVALUATION
Spot, count, collect
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: cz de fr hu it pl sk
In-game text: no
Comments:
Simple rules * Good
practice for close observation and counting * Lots of
educational content and
fun to play
Compares to:
Spotting + counting games
Other editions:
Currently none
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PRESENTATION

BIBERCLAN / CALIMALA t

BIBERCLAN

HIGH NUMBERS FOR YOUR BEAVER LODGE
You want high numbers in your
beaver lodge, but card change
places and identical cards can
give bonuses.
The game features 52 number
cards - 7x 0, je 6x 1, 2 und 3, je
5x 4, 5 und 6, je 4x 7, 8 und 9 as well as 14 action cards - 5x
Cleanup and 9x Flip. All cards
are shuffled and stacked facedown. You have a beaver lodge
with room for five number cards

7

in two rows, three down, two
up, the lower row must be filled
before you can fill the upper
one.
The active player draws a card a number card is put into your
own or an opponent’s lodge
or swapped for a card in any
lodge, all either open-faced or
face-down. If you swap with an
opposing card, you put the card
you took openly or face-down

CALIMALA

MERCHANTS OF FLORENCE
Cloth trade was an important
source of wealth for Florence;
the Guild of Cloth Merchants
was patron for buildings and
artworks and tried to assume
civic power. As a member of
this guild, you win prestige from
cloth deliveries to other towns
and supervising construction of
buildings and artworks.
You take turns to activate actions; scoring phases between
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turns yield victory points. The
active player places an action
disc on an action case - for resources (Wood, Brick, Marble),
Building (Ship, Trade House or
Workshop), Artwork for a building under construction or the
City Council, Weave to produce
cloth, Ship to deliver to Port Cities, Transport to deliver to Trade
Cities or Contributions, available
from slots to the left and right of

on a free slot in your lodge; if you
swap with your own lodge, you
discard the card openly. Cards
covered by cards in the upper
row or a single open-faced card
in the lodge are protected.
A special card removes an
unprotected, face-up or facedown card from any lodge to
the discard pile or flips over an
unprotected card. When the
owner of a lodge puts the 5th
card into his lodge, all cards in
the lodge are protected and the
game end is triggered - all other
players have one more turn.
Then all add their card values;
three or more identical cards ->
bonuses; five identical cards ->
instant win; otherwise, you win
with most points after five such
rounds. If you triggered the end
of a round and afterwards do
NOT have most points in your
lodge, you must deduct ten
points from your score.
A family game par excellence,
that is also fun for more experienced players, the face-down
cards and special cards provide
a few surprises. þ

INFORMATION

the disc - or on top of discs already in place; such a stack can
hold maximum four discs.
Then you resolve the actions,
maybe including action cards;
for a white disc, you can do the
actions twice; if you cannot do
an action, you draw an action
card. The owners of the 2nd and
3rd disc in a stack, if applicable,
then also do the actions. An
eventual 4th disc is placed into
the City Council and triggers a
scoring - all count their cubes
in City, Building under Construction, Artworks, Port Cities,
Trade Cities and Contributions,
the three best scores in each
category score victory points.
After 15 such scorings or when
all players have placed all discs
there is an end-of-game scoring of scoring cards and you win
with most points.
A flawless, excellent worker
placement game, featuring few
components and tight, attractive mechanisms like the random sequencing of scoring tiles
at the start of the game. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 34 and 35

PLAYERS:

AGE:

2-6

7+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Jörg von Rüden
Artist: Björn Pertoft
Price: ca. 8 Euro
Publisher: Amigo Spiele 2018
www.amigo-spiele.de

EVALUATION
Cards, numbers, collect
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Simple rules * Quickly
explained and played *
Penalty for round-end
without best score * Can be
combined with Biberbande
Compares to:
Card placement for points
Other editions:
999 Games (nl)

PLAYERS:

3-5

AGE:

10+

TIME:

75+

Designer: Fabio Lopiano
Artist: Harald Lieske
Price: ca. 60 Euro
Publ.: Stronghold Games 2018
www.strongholdgames.com

EVALUATION
Worker placement
Users: With friends
Version: en
Rules: de en es
In-game text: no
Comments:
Tight, streamlined mechanisms * Few components *
Mechanisms interlock very
well * Absolutely recommendable
Compares to:
Worker placement in general
Other editions:
Arrakis (es), ADC Blackfire (de)
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PRESENTATION

u CARD CITY XL / CATAN DER AUFSTIEG DER INKA

CARD CITY XL

240 WAYS TO BUILD A CITY
In Card City you lay out cards
for a city, various building form
city districts that influence each
other. The better you plan and
utilize those interrelations, the
more points you score. You
begin with three money units
and one card City Hall. After ten
rounds, you score residential
districts in relation to the number of cards in the district and
lose points for empty slots in the

5x5 grid.
Card City XL is based on Card
City, offering 240 options for
a game: You select from three
levels - simplified, normal and
advanced- and five victory conditions - Residential Victory for
Buildings there; Economic Victory for being the richest player;
Industrial Victory for most Industry and Parking cards; Commercial Victory for Commerce

CATAN DER AUFSTIEG DER INKA

SETTLING IN SOUTH AMERICA
A new, stand-alone game in the
Catan universe in the Catan Histories series. You must develop
three tribes - one each from the
early, middle and late predecessor cultures of the Incan empire
- by constructing settlements or
maximum one city for each development level of a tribe. When
the cultural apex is reached,
decline of the tribe follows, and
you start a new tribe. The com-

14

pleted development of your
third tribe constitutes the Rise
of the Incans.
In general, the standard Catan
rules apply, with some changes:
Resources in this variant are
wood, wool, ore, potatoes and
stone; there are also goods for
trade - feathers, coca and fish.
You cannot use those goods
for building. Trading and building can be done in any order,
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and Parking cards; Happiness
Victory for Residential Areas
that have all demands met; you
select number and type of variants from a total of 16 options.
You are still the Mayor of the
City and - in each turn - acquire
buildings, develop districts with
them and thus generate income
and victory points. Ten rounds
of the game are divided in five
phases - Acquisition of new
buildings, constructing new
buildings, city development,
income and end of round with
clean-up. The variants already
mentioned are: Support of the
Architect; Ecological City; Leisure Crisis and Unity City, where
all players build one city together. Then there are solitaire
versions for the individual levels
of difficulty and a version “Established Suburbs” for the Unity
City Variant.
Urban development at its finest and lots of tactics for experienced players; interaction of
cards and balance of building
types are essential for a good
result. þ

INFORMATION

cities can only be constructed
by upgrading a settlement
and you can have only one city
per tribe. You cannot build a
road between jungle hexes for
goods. Combat Art cards work
like Knight cards and also offer
protection from the Robber; the
Robber cannot be placed on a
goods production hex. When
the development goal of a tribe
is achieved, you place thickets
on settlements and cities, they
yield resources as usual, but can
be taken over and built over by
other players. Next to roads out
of settlement/cities with thicket,
no road can be built until the
settlement was taken over /
built over. Settlement and cities
that you build provide development points for placing culture
tokens.
If you place the 11th culture tokens, the 3rd one for your 3rd
tribe, that is, you win.
A game of Catan as we know it,
and yet with considerably more
and also considerably different
tactics to apply due to the decline rules. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 34 and 35

PLAYERS:

1-4

AGE:

12+

TIME:

60+

Designer: Alban Viard
Artist: Sarah Ponceblanc
Price: ca. 30 Euro
Publ.: AVStudio Games / Ludicreations 2017
www.avstudiogames.com

EVALUATION
Display cards, urban development,
Users: With friends
Version: multi
Rules: en fr de
In-game text: no
Comments:
Felicitous building rules
* 240 variants * Based
on Card City * © Image
Ellanorsh (BGG)
Compares to:
Card City, City Tycoon and other
urban development games
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

3-4

AGE:

12+

TIME:

60+

Designer: K. Teuber, B. Teuber
Artist: Claus Stephan und Team
Price: ca. 40 Euro
Publisher: Kosmos Verlag 2018
www.kosmos.de

EVALUATION
Development, history
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en pl
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Series: Catan Histories
Compares to:
All other Catan editions
Other editions:
Catan Studio (en), Galakta
(pl)
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CATCH THE NUMBER / DAS CHAMÄLEON t

CATCH THE NUMBER

RACE FOR THE TARGET NUMBER!
Who will win the race for the
target number of the round! In
two versions, you try to be first
to make up the target number
as a total of other numbers.
In the easier version, you use
a standard D6 die and use all
number pieces provided, from 1
to 6. The starting player rolls the
big die - it shows the numbers
7-8-9-10-11-12, accompanied
by one or two dots - to deter-

5

mine the target number of the
round.
Then he and all other players in
turn roll the standard D6 die and
take the corresponding number
piece from stock. As soon as you
are able to lay out the target
number as a sum of other numbers you collected, you win the
points depicted on the die next
to the target number and advance the marker on your scor-

DAS CHAMÄLEON

CHAMELEON UNMASKED, CODEWORD NOT LEAKED!
One player is the Chameleon of
the round and wants to find out
the code word, the others try to
unmask the Chameleon.
One Chameleon card and number of players minus 1 code cards
of the same backside color are
shuffled and you are dealt a card,
which you check secretly and
then put down face-down. Topic
cards are stacked face-down.
One player rolls two dice and
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turns over the top topic card.
The result of both dice identifies
the code word of the round on
the topic card for all players but
the Chameleon. For instance,
yellow 6 and Blue 7 result in A1
= Malerei on the topic card Art
or Friends on the topic card TV
series. Then all players name a
word relating to the code word,
the chameleon player must try
to stay as close as possible to the

ing board accordingly. When
there are numbers left over after
you made up the target number
correctly, you can keep them for
the next round. The next active
player then rolls the big die for
a new target number, before he
rolls the D6 for his number to
take for the round.
In the version with the Joker die
you do not use the One pieces
and replace the D6 with the
Joker die, with a * instead of
the 1. You roll as usual for your
number piece; if, however, you
roll a star, you can steal a number from another player. If you
are first to reach the #7 on your
scoring board, you win!
If you assume that five-year old
children can already add up to
the value of 12, then you have
an excellent practice opportunity with Catch the Number for this
number range; if children are
not able to do this yet, you can
introduce them to this range
with this game. All in all, a nice
game with a strong educational
effect. þ

INFORMATION

topic without giving a precise
word. Then all players discuss
who might be the Chameleon
and then all point out the player
whom they believe to be the
Chameleon. Again, the Chameleon must argue cleverly without
revealing himself. Whoever gets
most votes turns over his card. If
it is a code card, the Chameleon
has escaped. If is is the Chameleon card, the Chameleon is unmasked, but can still score if they
can name the correct code word.
If having escaped, the Chameleon scores two points alone;
if unmasked and naming the
wrong code word, all players but
the Chameleon score two points;
if unmasked and naming the correct word, the Chameleon alone
scores a point. If you have five
points, you win. There are special
rules for 3, 7 and 8 players.
Vocabulary, creativity for words
relating to the code word and
listening well are in demand who has the weakest arguments
of the round Challenging family
fun! þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 34 and 35

PLAYERS:

AGE:

2-4

5+

TIME:

15+

Designer: Klaus Fleischmann
Artist: M. Zippel, Kreativbunker
Price: ca. 25 Euro
Publisher: Beleduc 2018
www.beleduc.de

EVALUATION
Form numbers with
numbers
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: cn de en es fr it nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Simple mechanism * Number range 1-12 * Two levels
of difficulty
Compares to:
All game using summarizing of numbers
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

3-8

AGE:

10+

TIME:

15+

Designer: Rikki Tahta
Artist: Ben Drummond, Zoe Lee
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publisher: HCM Kinzel 2018
www.hcm-kinzel.de

EVALUATION
Word guessing
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de en hu it pl
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Attractive mechanism
* Good selection of
terms and categories *
Vocabulary and creativity
are needed
Compares to:
First game of this kind
Other editions:
Big Potato (en), Dal Tenda (it), Reflexshop (hu), Trefl (pl)
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u DEATH OVER THE KINGDOM / DIE KLEINE HEXE

DEATH OVER THE KINGDOM

CHAOS IN THE KINGDOM
A world where Death lurks in
every corner, the King does not
win, the Queen adores the Jester and the Sorceress flees the
Monk, and all of that enacted
with 2x13 character cards; Death
has the lowest value, King the
highest, and some cards carry
two different values. You either
play with 3-7 or with 8-16 players. For 3-7 players, one player is
the Dealer for the round; every

player receives three cards, the
rest is stacked. LEFT mentioned
in card effects always means left
of the Dealer; the Dealer himself
has NO player to his left. In every round, you play three turns
with selecting a card, deciding if
you swap it with a card from the
player to your left - the Dealer
swaps with the stack - or keep
the card or swap it with a card
from your hand or use its ability.

DIE KLEINE HEXE

DAS TURBULENTE FLUG- UND SUCHSPIEL
Die Kleine Hexe - the Little Witch
- wants to dance with the Witches on Blocksberg and believes
that she needs good deeds to
achieve this. But, unfortunately,
a good witch must not do good
deeds; therefore, players help
the Little Witch with her quest
for good deeds and with avoiding Aunt Rumpumpel.
Players take a good look at the
Good Deed tiles before they

16

5

distribute them evenly among
all players, who then place the
tiles at various locations in the
room, face-down, with naming
the good deed; the tiles must
remain visible and must not be
covered by other items.
Little Witch is attached to a stick
and a magnet. A Good Deed
card is revealed, you as active
player have Little Witch, the
timer is turned and on a com-
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Then cards are revealed, and
turn-end abilities are resolved;
cards might be turned to their
second value. In turn 1, the
highest cards wins a point, in
turn 2 the lowest card wins the
point, and in turn 3 the cards inbetween. After as many rounds
as there are players, you win
with second-most points.
If 8-16 are playing, you are dealt
only one card, can select all options but swapping the card for
another in your hand; the lowest
card loses the round and scores
a point, you win with fewest
points. Or you begin with four
points, are dealt one card, again
the lowest one loses and costs
a point, if you are out of points,
you are out of the game.
A very idiosyncratic game, interesting, but very, very chaotic, as the traits and abilities of
the cards are not stated on the
cards, but only in the rules and
on three summary cards, which
is not really enough for 16 players. þ

INFORMATION

mand you “fly” Little Witch to
the tile corresponding to the
card - all other players may assist with clues like “warm” or
“cold”. If the tile is correct, you
fly it to the Witch’s Cottage and
deposit it there. If you picked
up a wrong tile, you put it back
face-down. At the Witch’s Cottage, you then hand over Little
Witch to the next player to find
the next Good Deed. When all
12 deeds have been placed at
the Witch’s Cottage before the
timer has run out, all players win
together. If not, Aunt Rumpumpel has caught Little Witch and
all players at a Good Deed and
will report them to the Witches’
Council, so that Little Witch will
not be able to dance with the
witches on Blocksberg.
Little Witch, a character from
the enchanting children’s books
by Ottfried Preußler, is here
featured equally enchanting in
a felicitous mix of cooperative
memo, spotting and agility elements for lots of fun with simple
rules. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 34 and 35

PLAYERS:

3-16

AGE:

10+

TIME:

60+

Designer: S. R. Yanes
Artist: C. H. Ramiro, L. Rodriguez
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publisher: Gen-X Games 2017
www.genxgames.es

EVALUATION
Cards
Users: With friends
Version: multi
Rules: en es
In-game text: no
Comments:
Very beautiful illustrations
* Effects not given on cards
* High chance element *
Idiosyncratic “left” rule
Compares to:
Games with character
interdependency
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

5+

TIME:

15+

Designer: Kai Haferkamp
Artist: GmbH, Kondirolli, HUCH!
Price: ca. 17 Euro
Publisher: HUCH! 2018
www.hutter-trade.com

EVALUATION
memo, spotting, agility,
cooperation
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr
In-game text: no
Comments:
Game based on the book
character Kleine Hexe *
Nice mix of mechanisms *
Simple rules * Very pretty
components
Compares to:
Games with magnetic collecting
component
Other editions:
Currently none
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DRAGON MASTER / EISERNER VORHANG t

DRAGON MASTER

SCORE FOR IDENTICAL DRAGONS
You hold eight of 20 dragon
cards; the remaining four dragon cards go out of play. Both
players alternate to place a card
into the playing area, grid of 4x4
cases = cards. A newly placed
card must touch minimum one
card already in place. There are
no other restrictions as to card
placement, the placements of
identical dragons is only relevant for the game end scor-

8

ing. Players sit adjacent to each
other on two sides of the table
and score the vertical columns
in front of them, when all cards
have been placed. Individual
dragons score their number
value; a duo of identical dragons scores the 10-fold value of
the dragon, additional dragons
in the row score individually; a
triplet scores 100 points plus
other dragons in the column; a

EISERNER VORHANG

CONFRONTATION OF IDEOLOGIES
Conflict of ideologies, USA vs
Ussr, NATO vs Warsaw Pact; who
can convince the world of their
ideology?
18 strategy cards, ten of them
for the USA and eight for the
Ussr, show the flag of their faction, markings for commanding
influence markers, ideology bonus for control of a region and
an icon for the affiliation to one
of six regions - Europe, South

www.gamesjournal.at

America, Central America, Middle East, Asia and Africa.
Europe as the 10th card is the
starting card placed at the beginning and equipped with one
influence marker per faction.
You begin with five cards for
Round I and players alternate to
play four cards open-faced and
orthogonally adjacent to another card already on display, if possible into it’s region; when this

triplet is the only way you can
score dragons of value 0. If you
have the lowest score for a column, you lose. In case of a tie for
the lowest column scores, you
compare the second-lowest results of both players, etc.
If you want to play a bit more of
this quick, attractive placement
game, you use the three dragon
pawns that are included. If you
win a round, you take a dragon
pawn; if you take your second
dragon pawn, you win the
game.
Compared to the previous edition, the game has been simplified; you only use eight cards for
4x4 grid instead of 12 cards per
player and a starting card for a
5x5 grid; a few scoring options
have also been deleted from the
game. However, and maybe just
because of that, Dragon Master is a quick, nice, simple filler
game; it plays fast, is very attractively designed and there is
always time for one more game!
þ

INFORMATION

results in all cards of a region
being placed, the region is complete and is scored for ideology
points - for controlled countries
and for region control. Then you
command influence markers as
requited - on cards with your
own influence marker or on
cards adjacent to such card; for
the placement on an influence
marker on a country dominated
by the opponent you need to
command two markers - or trigger events on loyal cards by discarding of ideology points. With
two influence markers more
than your opponent on a country, you dominate the country.
The 5th card of the round is set
aside face-down for aftereffects.
If your marker reaches your
flag on the ideology track, you
win instantly, or else with most
points Round II and after a final
scoring of regions and aftereffects.
As all micro games, Eiserner
Vorhang is an intense, short
game, featuring tactic, strategy
and a clear reference to Twilight
Struggle! þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 34 and 35

PLAYERS:

2

AGE:

8+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Artist: Dennis Lohausen
Price: ca. 10 Euro
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele 2018
www.pegasus.de

EVALUATION
Placement, column scoring
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en
In-game text: no
Comments:
Nice, quick filler game *
Simplified compared to the
original edition
Compares to:
Robot Master, placement games with scoring
columns
Other editions:
Currently none, Previously as Robot
Master (Cocktail/Hutter)

PLAYERS:

2

AGE:

10+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Pedesen, Granerud
Artist: atelier198
Price: ca. 18 Euro
Publisher: Frosted Games 2018
www.frostedgames.de

EVALUATION
Conflict, cards, history
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en es
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Lots of tactic, bit of strategy
* Minimal components *
Rather rare topic * (c) Image SergiNS (BGG)
Compares to:
Micro Games, Twilight
Struggle (topic)
Other editions:
Ultra Pro (en), Ludonova (es)
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u FIELDS OF GREEN / FINDEFUCHS

FIELDS OF GREEN

WATER TOWER AND HARVESTER
We are fed up with city life and
move, in the 2nd half of the 20th
century, to the country to try
our hand at farming. You draft
cards and lay them for the best
possible result. Four rounds represent four years of Upkeep, Action and Harvest.
Upkeep: In rounds II to IV, you
receive three coins, and 2x water and 1x food for your water
tower and silo, if there is room,

surplus water and food are forfeit. Then players draw six cards
from minimum three of four
stacks - Field, Livestock, Facility
and Building cards - in any distribution.
Action: You select a face-down
card and hand the remaining
cards to your neighbor; then the
card is revealed, and you select
placing of a location card, orthogonally next to another and

FINDEFUCHS

FIND HIDDEN FRIENDS BY DICE ROLL
Felix Findefuchs and his friends
play hide & seek, Felix must
find friends Kalle Tomcat, Hanni
Rabbit, Bobby Bear und Hugo
the Dog Hund behind bushes.
Eight small bushes are laid out,
friends-side down, in a row,
the start and the end bush are
placed at opposing ends of the
row. Felix begins at the starting
bush. You roll and move Felix
accordingly one, two or three

18

4

bushes forward. Then you guess
the friend that might hide under
the bush you reached and turn
over the bush - if your guess is
wrong, Felix moves back to the
starting bush and the turned-up
bush is turned down again.
If your guess was correct, the
bush remains face-up and you
have another turn - roll the dice,
guess and turn up the bush you
reached - and so on, until either
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paying the cost, or discarding a
card to pay for and build a water
tower or pay for and build a silo
or for taking a coin at the market, you can also sell food for additional coins there.
Harvest: You pay the respective
cost for every card with harvest
ability and take the corresponding items. If you cannot pay for
a card, you must turn over the
card to be deactivated as barren land for the remainder of
the game. Items and resources
that you receive in the harvest
phase can be used immediately.
After four rounds you score victory points from display and
equipment markers with endof-game abilities and also from
unused equipment markers,
water, food and coins.
A more easily accessible topic
than the “prequel” game Among
the Stars; easy to explain and
quickly played for a nice experience; a special mention is due to
the well-working variant for two
players, which is notoriously difficult for a two-player game. þ

INFORMATION

your guess is wrong, or Felix has
arrived at the end bush; in this
case, you turn back down all
open-faced bushes, Felix goes
back to the starting bush and
you receive a clover leaf as a reward for reaching the end bush.
If you collect your third clover
leaf, you win.
In a variant, Felix does not return to the start bush when he
has reached the end bush, but
remains and the end bush and
goes back to the start bush, and
so on. Therefore, you receive a
reward when you reach the start
bush, is in Felix’ return journey
the start bush is the new end
bush.
Findefuchs offers a very nice
combination of dice rolling
and memory, the track is short
enough for quick successes and
a clover leaf reward at the end
bush. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 34 and 35

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

12+

TIME:

45+

Designer: Vangelis Bagiartakis
Artist: Tomasz Jedruszek and Team
Price: ca. 45 Euro
Publ.: Artipia Games / Spieleschmiede 2018
www.spieleschmiede.de

EVALUATION
Card drafting and display
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en fr it pt
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Attractive topic * Easily
accessed * Good version for
two players
Compares to:
7 Wonders and other
drafting games with card
display, Among the Stars
Other editions:
Stronghold Games (en), Matagot
(fr), Ghenos Games (it), Flick Game
Studio (pt)

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

4+

TIME:

10+

Designer: Wolfgang Dirscherl
Artist: Dominik Rupp
Price: ca. 7 Euro
Publisher: Haba 2017
www.haba.de

EVALUATION
Dice, memo
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: de en es fr it nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Nice mix of mechanisms *
Very pretty illustrations *
Simple rules
Compares to:
All dice/memo games
Other editions:
Currently none
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FLICK FLECK / FRUIT FRIENDS t

FLICK FLECK

COWS WANT THEIR SPOTS!
Cows on pasture wake up one
morning, totally bare of of
spots, they want them back!
Cows on the front side and the
back side of four cow boards
have varying faces and hairdos, but all cow bodies show
the same grid of 5x4 slots.
120 spot tiles are either white,
black or black & white in varying patterns, but always show
only one color along each of

4

the edges, and are spread out
face-down.
You have a cow and take - on
a signal of „How, wow, cow,
now!“ - a face-down spot tile
and place it anywhere on your
cow, meeting only one placement requirement: never place
white next to black. If you cannot place your tile, you set it
aside and pass this turn, you
cannot draw a replacement

FRUIT FRIENDS

WHITE OR YELLOW PEACHES?
Cards for fruits - apples, grapes,
kiwis, bananas, oranges, melons, yellow and white peaches
shoe the fruit, the points you
score for sets of that fruit, and
the total number of cards for
the fruit. Starting cards for apple, grape, kiwi as well as yellow
and white peach are marked
with S.
Your are dealt a start card for
a fruit openly and also seven
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fruit cards for your hand. You
form three face-down pairs
from your cards and discard
the surplus card. Then the starting player of the round reveals
his pairs - the two players next
to him in turn order select one
pair each and he himself takes
the remaining pair. This is repeated for all players in turn
order. Round 1 and 2 are played
in clockwise direction, round

tile. If you are first to give your
cow new spots allover, you win.
As a variant, you can play cow
puzzle - each player again takes
a cow board, but the spot tiles
are spread out pattern side up
and every player always takes
the tile he currently needs to
complete one of the puzzle
tasks: How many separate
spots can you give your cow,
or how big is the biggest spot
that you manage to arrange;
how does the cow look if given
stripes and what happens if
you turn around the placement rule to the opposite rule:
black must be placed only next
to white?
Flick Fleck is a basically very
simple area filling game, somewhat challenging four fouryear old kids, but manageable
all the same. The chance element is high, but the tile stock
is big enough to provide useful
tiles, albeit not in every turn
in the core game. The puzzle
variants listed provide a good
introduction to the game mechanics and the placement
rule. þ

INFORMATION

3 is played counter-clockwise.
At the end of round 1, every player has six open cards
on the table. After two more
such rounds, every player has
18 cards on the table plus his
open-faced starting card. Then
each player scores each type
of fruit separately for points in
relation to the number of cards
per type. If you have both types
of peach in your display, you
can only select one of them to
score. There are special scoring
rules for melons and oranges
in relation to other fruit types:
Oranges score 1 point each for
each of your apples, maximum
four points per orange. Melons
score 1 point each for each of
your grapes, also maximum
four points per melon.
In variants, you take cards out of
play in case of three players, or
only score melons or oranges
or are dealt eight cards in round
one and keep one face-down
for scoring.
A very nice set-collecting game
with clever scoring details, ideal
for beginners or a filler game. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 34 and 35

PLAYERS:

1-4

AGE:

4+

TIME:

15+

Designer: Michael Kallauch
Artist: Lena Hesse
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publisher: Zoch Verlag 2018
www.zoch-verlag.com

EVALUATION
Tile placement
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr it
In-game text: no
Comments:
Nice topic * Not easy, but
feasible for four-year old
kids * Simple basic rule
Compares to:
Tile placement with pattern
restrictions
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-5

AGE:

8+

TIME:

15+

Designer: T. Sayama, T. Arao
Artist: Takaaki Sayama
Price: ca. 14 Euro
Publ.: Comet / Japon Brand 2018
http://cometgame.jimdo.com

EVALUATION
Set collecting
Users: For families
Version: jp
Rules: de en fr jp
In-game text: no
Comments:
Nice family game * Good
for beginners or a filler *
Minimum age stated in
rules 14+, on box 8+ * (c)
image 104ki (BGG)
Compares to:
Set collecting games in general
Other editions:
Currently none
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u INTERACTION / JENGA PASS CHALLENGE

INTERACTION

WITH SOCIAL MEDIA

Interaction is the first board
game to interact with social networks, among them Facebook,
e.g. A special Social Engine was
developed to integrate the
game with the social networks
used by individual players
and uses contend to generate
funny games and individual
questions in five individual categories - knowledge, creativity,
action, social and games. The

category Knowledge demands
exactly that, information on
various subjects; Creativity tests
your artistic abilities and in
the category Action you score
points with strength and dexterity. Social finds out how ell
you know your friends and if
you really know each and every
one of their more or less dark
secrets. Games, finally, demands
quick fingers to qualify as a true

JENGA PASS CHALLENGE

STACK WITH A HANDLE
New challenges for Jenga! Yes,
you pull again blocks out of the
tower and stack them on top of
the tower as usual. This time you
only handle 27 blocks instead
of the usual 54, so the tower is a
lot smaller and therefore seems
easier. However, the tower sits
on a platform with two handles,
and the platform itself sits in a
holder at the start of the game.
The starting player removes

20

8
the platform with set-up tower
- three blocks one way, three
blocks 90 degrees rotated, and
so on - from the holder, using
one handle. Then, with his other
hand, he pulls a block out of
the tower and puts it on top as
usual and then hands over the
platform to the next player, who
in turn pulls out a block, puts it
on top and hands the platform
over. You have completed your
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gambler. Connections happen
via smart devices and you can
play at the table, locally or with
friends all over the world. The
App adapts the tasks in the
game to age and interests.
You play on your own using
one of the pawns or, with four
to nine players, in maximum
three teams of maximum three
players. The App announces
the active player with player or
team color, and then randomly
selects a task. Before the active
player really gets active, the other players can use Nasty cards
or other cards from their hand
to influence difficulty for themselves or other players. Then the
active player tries to solve the
task within the given time limit.
Attractive fun for all; standard
mechanisms have been very
cleverly modernized and transported to the digital era with the
help of the App; the mix of analogue and digital mechanisms is
well-working, updates provide
variety and keep the game interesting and challenging. þ

INFORMATION

turn successfully, if you handed
on the platform and let go of it.
If the tower topples, you have
lost.
This is the basic version. The
game play gets really lively if
you use one of the requests
for handing over that are listed
in the rules - you hand it on by
passing it underneath your own
leg or you use chopsticks for
handling for pulling and stacking the blocks or you hand on
the platform with outstretched
arms or players pass a ball with
the platform. Or you could do a
blind date and hand on the platform while both players close
their eyes. Of course, you can
also invent your own challenges
to keep the fun going.
If you do not yet own Jenga, you
will acquire - with this edition the surely cutest, funniest, most
varied and most challenging
version, which not only needs
steady hands, but also a very
good command over your own
body. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 34 and 35

PLAYERS:

2-9

AGE:

8+

TIME:

60+

Designer: M. Lamplmair, R. Kern
Artist: Reinhard Kern
Price: ca. 35 Euro
Publisher: rudy Games 2017
www.rudy-games.com

EVALUATION
Social media, app, tasks,
puzzles
Users: With friends
Version: multi
Rules: de en
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Attractive hybrid of digital
and analogue elements
* App and updates free *
Nice mix of puzzles and
tasks
Compares to:
Puzzle collections with App
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2+

AGE:

8+

TIME:

15+

Designer: not named
Artist: not named
Price: ca. 16 Euro
Publisher: Hasbro 2018
www.hasbro.at

EVALUATION
Dexterity
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de en
In-game text: no
Comments:
Cute, witty version * Manifold challenges * You can
invent your own challenges
Compares to:
All other versions of Jenga
Other editions:
Hasbro USA (en)
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KROKO DINNER / LIGHTHOUSE RUN t

KROKO DINNER

CROCODILES EAT FISHES!
“Achtung, fertig, mampf! Ready, steady, eat!” - Crocodiles
on the hunt for fishes! Players
are crocodiles and wear a crocodile mask with a long snout,
which opens with the pulling
power of a rubber band, when
the player opens his mouth.
At the start of the game, players
agree on a target spot where
the fish that players catch are
deposited; this target spot can

4

be a table or a couch or a chair.
Then all players don the mask
so that the rubber band is situated above the ears, the bottom mask part is beneath the
chin and the top part above the
nose, so that the full function of
the mask is ensured.
When all are ready to hunt, one
player throws all 13 foam fishes
- there are four green, blue and
purple fishes, that is, four fishes

LIGHTHOUSE RUN

SAIL BY THE GLOW OF LIGHTHOUSES!
Ships want to reach the harbor
before the thunderstorm, but
can only enter sections of the
river illuminated by lighthouse
beacons.
Six lighthouses in six colors are
randomly set up on the lighthouse positions, and at the start
of the game, three beacons are
placed on the first, third and fifth
lighthouse. The storm cloud begins on the lightest case of the

www.gamesjournal.at
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cloud track.
Every player has five ships at the
start outside the board, and a set
of 14 movement cards, shuffled
and stacked face-down; you
draw three cards for your starting hand.
In each round you play one of
your movement cards and draw
a card. Each card gives you two
actions: Relocate a beacon to the
depicted lighthouse or to any

in each mask color and one orange „gold fish“ - and gives the
signal „ Achtung, fertig, mampf!
- ready, steady, eat!”. All crawl on
all fours and try to catch the fishes in their mask color with their
snout. Of course, you can only
use the snouts of the crocodile
masks, the use of your hands
is explicitly forbidden. If you
have caught one of your fish,
you take it to the deposit area
as fast as you can before you
start the hunt for the next fish.
If you snap up a wrong fish, you
must drop it immediately again.
If you have caught all your own
fishes and dropped them at the
deposit area, you need to grab
the goldfish, call „das war lecker
- that was yummy“ and win the
hunt for the fishes!
A cute and funny game idea,
for which you need dexterity
and agility, that trains coordination of movement and spatial
perception, an idea that needs
room to move and is funny and
fun to play! þ

INFORMATION

lighthouse of your choice, and
then move ships, again as stated
on the card: Put one ship from
start on the board or move it forward on the river, or move several ships on the river and maybe
even move opposing ships - for
advancing opposing ships you
receive a movement bonus for
one of your own ships. Movement is only possible when you
can enter slots lit-up by a lighthouse beacon, within its cone of
light. The last three cases in the
harbor are always lit-up. Cases
that you quit need not be litup. At the end of the round, the
cloud advances one step. Ships
that are reached or overtaken by
the cloud must end their movement. After 12 rounds, you win
with most points from the positions reached by your five ships.
Lighthouse Run offers a very
pretty topic for a race game,
and very pretty components,
combined with exactly the right
amount of tactics - from relocating lighthouse beacons and
moving opposing ships - to result in a wonderful family game.
þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 34 and 35

PLAYERS:

2-3

AGE:

4+

TIME:

10+

Designer: Hayo van Dusseldorp
Artist: not named
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publisher: Noris Spiele 2018
www.noris-spiele.de

EVALUATION
Agility, race
Users: For children
Version: de
Rules: de nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Good practice for agility
and dexterity * Trains 3D
spatial perception * Needs
room
Compares to:
First game of its kind
Other editions:
Identity Games (nl)

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

8+

TIME:

25+

Designer: Jim Harmon
Artist: Christian Fiore
Price: ca. 26 Euro
Publisher: Amigo Spiele 2018
www.amigo-spiele.de

EVALUATION
Racing
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en
In-game text: no
Comments:
Very pretty illustrations *
Simple rules * Five ships
and beacons provide tactic
Compares to:
Race games with movement restrictions
Other editions:
Currently none
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u LOOT ISLAND / LOST CITIES DAS DUELL

LOOT ISLAND

TREASURES FROM A CURSED ISLAND
Cursed treasures on a cursed
island! The island has eight landing stages, the ship starts on
a ship slot in one of the board
corners. Loot, healer and event
cards are prepared, you start
with seven treasure cards in
hand. Five rounds, each representing a day, have three phases: I Preparation - the ship moves
one slot, and you get new treasure cards. II Play treasure cards -

you play cards of the same color
and equal or higher value as the
last card at a landing stage, gaps
are possible. With your first card
at a stage you place a compass
disc, the colors of cards at two
landing stages on a coast must
be different; you can add cards
to a stage later.
Some cards have special effects
like discarding curses or drawing a card or giving curse cubes

LOST CITIES DAS DUELL

RIVALRY FOR SUCCESSFUL EXPEDITIONS
19 years after the publication of
Lost Cities we are again sending
expeditions into Ice, Rain Forest,
Desert, Volcanic Cave and under
Water, again by using cards 2-10
in five colors and three betting
cards per color. There is also a
discard board with five cases in
the five expedition colors, and
you begin with eight cards from
the well-shuffled deck.
A turn comprises placing or

22
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discarding a card and then
drawing a card. You can place a
card to begin a new expedition
row, or to expand an expedition; for this, the new card you
place must be higher than the
currently last one in the row.
Gaps are allowed, but cannot
be filled, and you can only start
one expedition per color. If you
have betting cards of a color,
you can place them at the start
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to your fellow players. When all
have passed or are out of cards,
you score - in Phase - III Finding
Loot - two landing stages adjacent to the ship. If there are six
or more cards at a stage, you
reveal loot cards and take loot +
curse cubes in order of compass
discs stacked from bottom to
top. Small Islands provide - for
discarding two cards - special
actions like discarding of curse
cubes. After five rounds you find
Small Loots at all landing stages
with suitable card amounts.
Then you are out of the game
if you hold more than 13 curse
cubes. All other players holding
curses now take one of the healer cards; all players sum their
loot and pay their healer. If you
cannot pay, you are out of the
game, otherwise you win with
most gold.
A cute sophisticated game with
an interesting mix of cooperation, individual actions and
planning and forced position
changes for the compass discs.
þ

INFORMATION

of an expedition, the double the
value of an expedition. If you do
not want or cannot place a card,
you put a card on a slot on the
discard board. You can draw a
card from the face-down deck
or from each of the discard slots
on the board.
The game ends when the last
card is drawn from the deck;
the expeditions are now scored:
Each expedition that you started has -20 points basic costs to
which you add the values of all
cards; an expedition containing minimum eight cards yields
a bonus of +20. Betting cards
multiply positive and negative
points. After three such rounds,
you win with most points.
Somehow, you are being played
and then maybe not, the discard
board seems to provide some
tactic, but all in all you don’t care
because the game is pure fun
and also thrilling - can I get all
expedition into positive values?
Ha, there is tactic! Simple, easy,
quick and very, very good! þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 34 and 35

PLAYERS:

2-5

AGE:

10+

TIME:

60+

Designer: Aaron Haag
Artist: Mario Iannelli
Price: ca. 23 Euro
Publ.: What’s Your Game / Pegasus 2018
www.pegasus.de

EVALUATION
Place, collect, cooperate
Users: With friends
Version: multi
Rules: de en es fr it nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Standard topic * Interesting
mix of cooperation and
individual actions/planning
* Three compass discs for
eight landing sites
Compares to:
Placement games with cooperative
elements
Other editions:
Maldito (es), What’s Your Game (en fr
nl), Red Glove (it)

PLAYERS:

2

AGE:

10+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Artist: Vincent Dutrait
Price: ca. 16 Euro
Publisher: Kosmos Verlag 2018
www.kosmos.de

EVALUATION
Card placement
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de languages
In-game text: no
Comments:
New edition, first edition
as “Lost Cities” 1999 *
Series: Für Zwei Spieler *
Unchanged rules * Superlatively good game for two
players
Compares to:
Lost Cities
Other editions:
Currently Galakta (pl), Iello (fr), lots of
editions of Lost City (1999-2016)
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MEINE ERSTEN SPIELE / MENARA t

MEINE ERSTEN SPIELE

WÜRFELWÜRMCHEN

You use 12 leaf tiles, three playing pieces for a flower, a caterpillar, a glow worm and a die
to familiarize toddlers with the
concept of playing with rules.
Three game versions introduce
first counting from 1 to 4, the
concept of cooperative play, using a die, comparing shapes and
colors and dexterity.
1. Komm zu mir, kleines Würmchen - Caterpillar Ralf wants to

2
play with Glow Worm Gloria leaves are laid out in a row, Ralf
sits on top of the flower at the
start, Gloria sits on leaf #8 in the
row. The die is rolled - depending on the result, Ralf moves
towards Gloria or Gloria moves
towards the end of the row or
both remain where they are. If
Ralf reaches Gloria, all win together. 2. Was krabbelt da? - The
flower with Gloria on top sits

MENARA

NEW TEMPLE OUT OF OLD RUINS!
Mysterious glyphs on construction plans, but there is a curse
on the old ruin - the smallest
mistake triggers demand for an
additional level. All players jointly construct the temple and aim
to meet the requests of every
building plan card.
At the start, you put six randomly drawn columns - out of
30 yellow, 20 red, 12 black, 8
white and 6 blue in the bag - in

www.gamesjournal.at
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the camp; 18 temple floors are
stacked randomly. The top three
are laid out as temple basis as requested, you select light or dark
side up. Depending on the chosen difficulty, you lay out tree
to five level cards. Every player
draws columns from the bag,
building plan cards are stacked
separately by glyph color.
The active player can swap columns from his stock for columns

on the table, surrounded by all
leaves. Gloria is put on a leaf,
then the leaf is turned over and
players name the creepy-crawly
on it. Now all look for further
leaves with this creepy-crawly
without turning them over,
count all found leaves and give
them to the active player. When
all leaves are taken, you win
with most. 3. Kribbel-KrabbelStapelei - One leaf starts the
game on top of the flower. The
active players puts Ralf next to a
leaf showing the same shape or
the same creepy-crawly as the
starting leaf - leaves cannot be
turned over - and then puts the
leaf on top of the starting leaf,
and so on. When leaves fall off,
you put them back and cannot
place a new leaf. If there is no
suitable leaf anymore, all win, if
there are four or less leaves on
the table.
An enchanting game for toddles
with lots of educational content,
both for free play and first rulegoverned games. þ

INFORMATION

from camp:; then he reveals a
building plan card of his choice blue/easy, yellow/medium, red/
difficult -and builds as requested by the card and can confer
with his fellow players. You place
columns on suitable bases or
shift columns or temple floors
to higher levels or place a new
floor when all column bases of a
floor are full. Building plans that
you cannot complete become
additional level cards. Levels are
levels only if the temple floor sits
on columns, they can comprise
several temple floors. When the
temple crashes or is not high
enough when plans or columns
or floors are used up, the game
is lost. If the temple has levels
equal to or more than the number of level cards laid out, all win
together.
No competition as in Villa Paletti but a joint effort to break
the curse and achieve the requested temple height temple.
Cooperative building fun, demanding dexterity, planning
and some spatial sense. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 34 and 35

PLAYERS:

1-3

AGE:

2+

TIME:

10+

Designer: Tim Rogasch
Artist: Christine Faust
Price: ca. 10 Euro
Publisher: Haba 2018
www.haba.de

EVALUATION
Educational, toddlers
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: de en es fr it nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Glow worms do glow in
the dark * Nice game idea *
Lots of educational content
* Components also good
for free play
Compares to:
Educational toddler games in general
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

1-4

AGE:

8+

TIME:

45+

Designer: Oliver Richtberg
Artist: Sébastien Caiveau
Price: ca. 30 Euro
Publisher: Zoch Verlag 2018
www.zoch-verlag.com

EVALUATION
Construction, cooperation
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr it
In-game text: no
Comments:
Beautiful components *
Planning and cooperation
are necessary * Three levels
of difficulty
Compares to:
Villa Paletti and other
construction games
Other editions:
Currently none
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u MOUSE IN THE HOUSE / MYSTIC VALE

MOUSE IN THE HOUSE

SEARCHING WITH STICKS
Little mice are very often favorite characters and main features
in games for children - in this
game a cheeky little mouse
is hiding in a house, the only
question is, where is it hiding?
And where was a search done
already? Who will find the little
mouse first? The box bottom
together with the game board
represents the house; underneath the board with holes you

3

place the squeaky cushion, a die
and a stick is set out.
At the start of the game, you
shake the box bottom well so
make the squeaky cushion
change its position underneath
the game board floor. Then the
box bottom is put on the table,
all players need to be able to
reach it easily, and players take
turns in clockwise direction. As
the active player, you roll the

MYSTIC VALE

TAL DER MAGIE & TAL DER WILDNIS
Card Crafting, card building
that is, to heal damage to the
land. You play cards on the
table and use their effects and
symbols to acquire additional
cards for your deck and for victory points. Too many damage
point while revealing cards end
your turn without result. The
special feature of the game are
the deck cards themselves; they
are made from clear plastic and

24

only partially printed; to build
your cards, you add newly acquired cards to one of the starting cards in a sleeve until all
three position options are filled.
When victory point markers run
out, you win with most victory
points from cards and markers.
Tal der Magie & Tal der Wildnis
are two theme sets featuring
Advancement cards and Vale
cards; the sets can be used indi-
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die and have that many tries to
find the mouse in the house. For
a try, you push the stick firmly
into one of the holes in the floor
board. If you hear nothing, your
try was a failure and the mouse
is not found. If all your tries were
failures, you hand die and stick
to the next player. But if you
hear a squeaky sound, you have
found the mouse and are the
winner of the game.
If you want to play several
rounds, you shake the box
bottom again to relocate the
squeaky cushion. For older
children you can play as often
as there are players and note a
point for the winner of every
round.
I was surprised that this game
was first published already back
in 1990, and has not found a
publisher again until now. The
game idea is so nice and simple,
works s well and is such fun to
play in this really nice interpretation of the mechanism, that
I can only recommend it unreservedly. þ

INFORMATION

vidually or in combination with
each other and the core game;
A new type of cards are Anführer / Leaders with individual
special abilities; if your leader
is on display in your area during the Harvest phase, you can
upgrade him once by turning
the card over to the other side.
Tal der Magie is played using the
rules of the base game. Tal der
Wildnis introduces the Eclipse
Symbol; Advancements carrying this symbol are covered by
a standard advancement or you
slide them behind a standard
advancement; you can never
slide it in front of a standard or
another Eclipse advancement.
Three new advancements come
only in two versions, so that
they take up only two card slots.
Preparations cannot be voluntarily ended earlier, you must
always play cards until you have
revealed three or more Verfall /
Decay symbols.
Clever new cards and mechanisms providing an even bigger
challenge to find optimum card
combinations. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 34 and 35

PLAYERS:

AGE:

2-4

3+

TIME:

10+

Designer: License Alba AB
Artist: xl-graphic
Price: ca. 11 Euro
Publisher: Piatnik 2018
www.piatnik.com

EVALUATION
Search, stab
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: cz de fr hu it pl sk en
In-game text: no
Comments:
First edition 1990 * Enchanting game idea * Very
attractively implemented
Compares to:
First game of its kind then
Other editions:
1990 Playtoy Industries

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

10+

TIME:

75+

Designer: John D. Clair
Artist: Risky & others, Berszuk
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele 2017
www.pegasus.de

EVALUATION
Make up cards from part
cards
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Still a unique game
mechanisms * Clear cards
work very well * Challenging optimization of
card combinations * New
mechanism details
Compares to:
Mystic Vale
Other editions:
AEG (en)
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ONE TO 9 / PARTY BUGS t

ONE TO 9

COMBINE CARDS FOR STARS
Lay out rows of one color on
the board, made up from cards
in hand and cards already on
the board. There are 72 number
cards in four colors as well as five
jokers, nine number jokers and
12 cards Draw +3. All cards but
the five Jokers are shuffled and
stacked face down; then five
cards are placed on the respective color + number position on
the board; special cards drawn

8

for this are discarded openly.
Then all players are dealt five
cards and take turns for one action out of four options, options
2, 3 and 4 can only be selected
if you earn minimum one small
star or one big star with them.
1. Play a number card from hand
on a free slot on the board and
draw two cards; if the slot is taken, you discard the card - albeit
never a number joker - and take

PARTY BUGS

COCKROACH COSTUME PARTY!
Cockroaches throw a costume
party - we see Elvis the Disco
King cockroach, or a cockroach
dressed as a vampire or a Princess Leia cockroach, all are raving around the disco ball.
You have a set of cards in one
color, numbered 1 to 13. The
set is shuffled and stacked face
down. Then you draw your top
card and place it open-faced at
the disco ball, which represents
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the dance floor. If you draw the
#13 card, the Disco King, you
draw a new card and shuffle the
Disco King back into the stack. If
you placed the lowest card, you
take the Tie Breaker card. Finally,
every player draws three cards
in hand.
In twelve rounds you put down
a face-down card and draw a
card; then all reveal their card
and take - in ascending numeri-

one of the jokers on display; if
there are none available, you
draw a face-down card from
stack. Or you draw three cards
from the stack if you played a
Draw +3 card. 2. Form a row of
4-8 cards of the same color and
take 1 to 3 small stars for this,
depending on the length of the
row; then the cards in the row
are discarded. 3. Play a four cards
with the same number on each
slot of that number on the board
and take a small star; the cards
are discarded. 4. Use cards of
the same color from your hand,
cards already on the board and,
if necessary, small stars you own
to form a row 1-9 and take a big
star. Again, the cards involved
are discarded, Joker cards are
placed openly next to the board
and - as always when cards were
discarded - two are placed.
Nice and simple, quickly explained and needing the exactly
right amount of tactics for an
entertaining family game. þ

INFORMATION

cal order of cards played - a card
from the dance floor into their
own display - cards in displays
are placed openly in a row - and
slide the currently played card
onto the dance floor. When
two identical values have been
played, the player nearer - in
clockwise direction - to the
holder of the Tie Breaker card,
selects a card first. In Round 13,
all players only take a card from
the dance floor. If you played
the Disco King, you take all cards
from the floor, all other players
don’t get a card in this round. If
you have two cards of the same
value / costume in your display,
you discard both of them. Cards
can only be discarded in pairs!
After 13 rounds you win with
the lowest total of card values in
your display.
An ideal game for any group of
players, quickly explained, even
more quickly played, and good
fun to play; and yet, you can
plan ahead a bit to go hunting
for pairs. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 34 and 35

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

8+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Klaus-Jürgen Wrede
Artist: Stephanie Geßler
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publisher: Noris Spiele 2018
www.noris-spiele.de

EVALUATION
Combine, collect, cards
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr it
In-game text: no
Comments:
Simple rules * Attractive,
abstract design * Good
family game
Compares to:
Rummy and other straight/
group collecting games
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-6

AGE:

8+

TIME:

15+

Designer: Martino Chiacchiera
Artist: Michael Menzel
Price: ca. 8 Euro
Publisher: Abacusspiele 2018
www.abacusspiele.de

EVALUATION
Cards, pairs
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de en nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Reverse set collecting for
dropping pairs * Cute illustrations * Attractive game
for all * © Image Myyysha
(BGG)
Compares to:
Set collecting games
Other editions:
White Goblin Games (nl), Z-Man
Games (en)
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PRESENTATION

u PENNY PAPERS ADVENTURES / PULSAR 2849

PENNY PAPERS ADVENTURES

IN THE VALLEY AND ON THE ISLAND
Penny Papers Adventures are neat
little strategy games in which all
players enter the results of three
dice into their personal grid,
while using special effects of
dice and trying to achieve most
victory points.
The Temple of Apikhabou was
already presented, here are the
two other titles in the series:
Penny Papers Adventures Skull
Island

7

Part 2 of the series - We explore
Skull Island together with Penny
Papers and Dakota Smith. The
results - numbers and symbols
for Ship = Dakota Smith, Penny
Papers and Danger - are entered,
instead of a number you can
put a ship. The crossing point of
two identical numbers in a row
and a column yields a treasure
of stars equal to the number;
a ship can replace a number. If

PULSAR 2849

INTERSTELLAR ENERGY RUSH
A millennium after the gold
rush, an interstellar energy rush
is about to happen, the energy
of pulsar stellar cluster is intended for use.
In eight rounds, you resolve
three phases each.
1. Dice phase - Someone rolls
7 or 9 dice and sorts them by
value. Then every player selects
two dice for use in the action
phase and adjusts his position

26

on the initiative and engineering track accordingly. 2. In the
action phase, you use - in order
of positions on the turn order
track - your two dice for an action of that value - fly your ship,
develop a pulsar, expand the
energy mega structure, patent
technology, complete a project at headquarters or buy a
dice modification token. Modification tokens can be used to
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someone has five treasures or
a completely filled island, you
score treasures with their number value; danger costs you two
stars, a danger neutralized by an
adjacent “9” scores two stars.
Penny Papers Adventures Valley
of Wiraqocha
Part 3 of the series - We explore
the Valley of Wiraqocha together with Penny Papers and Dakota Smith. The results for Dakota
Smith, Penny Papers and Snake
are entered; with Dakota Smith
you build Hut, Statue and Mine
adjacent to Jungle, Town and
Mountains. Those areas and
pyramids are made up from adjacent identical or completely
different numbers in given arrangements. If someone has
filled his grid, you score areas,
the completed grid and built
objects minus Snakes not neutralized with a “9”, their negative
value equals the largest adjacent number.
Tactical and chance/driven at
the same time, both more difficult than Part 1, but again good,
challenging family entertainment. þ

INFORMATION

modify dice, but not combined.
For four engineering cubes you
can use the left-over die from
phase 1 for a bonus die, once
per turn. 3. In the production
phase you resolve penalties for
initiative and engineering track,
points and cubes for active
transmitters, points for rotating
Gyrodynes and certain specific
technologies.
After eight rounds you score the
three goal boards on display
- if a goal is met, you score the
points and can use engineering cubes to buy the first and
then the second bonus, You also
score purple patents, pulsars
without Gyrodyne or with a Gyrodyne under construction, also
Gyrodyne tiles under construction or in your stock, pairs of engineering cubes, position on the
initiative track and your stations
on planetary systems.
A challengingly implemented
topic, with several interesting
strategies and limited interaction; offers replay value, but
with not a lot of variation in the
game flow. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 34 and 35

PLAYERS:

1+

AGE:

7+

TIME:

15+

Designer: Henri Kermarrec
Artist: H. Kermarrec, G. Soulié
Price: ca. 15 Euro
Publisher: Sit Down! 2018
www.sitdown-games.com

EVALUATION
Dice result placement
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
More difficult than Part 1 *
Familiar game mechanism
* Very nicely implemented
* Good for any number of
players up to 100 * © Image
LudiGaume (BGG)
Compares to:
All games optimizing dice-result
placement
Other editions:
Pegasus Spiele (de)

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

14+

TIME:

90+

Designer: Vladímír Suchý
Artist: S. Meding, F. Murmak
Price: ca. 45 Euro
Publ.: Czech Games Edition / Asmodee 2018
www.czechgames.com

EVALUATION
Development, dice, SciFi
Users: For experts
Version: de
Rules: cn de en es fr it kr
pl pt ro
In-game text: no
Comments:
Topic nicely implemented
* Offers several strategies *
Not much interaction
Compares to:
All games using dice for
action acquisition
Other editions:
Cranio Creations (it), Czech Games
(en), Devir (es, pt), DiceTree (kr),Iello
(fr), Lex Games (ro), One Moment
Games (cn), Rebel (pl)
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PUMMELEINHORN DER SUPERKEKS / PYRAMIDS t

PUMMELEINHORN DER SUPERKEKS

LOVE LETTER FOR UNICORN FRIENDS
Pummel has a dream: Superkeks, the super cookie! His
friends try their best to fulfill the
Pummeleinhorn’s heart’s desire.
Whoever hands the Superkeks
to Pummel wins the round - to
do so you must reach Pummel
or one of his closest Pummeleinhorn friends. Pummel and his
friends are represented by character cards, each one with different traits and values - the higher

8

the value of a card the closer a
friend of Pummeleinhorn the
character is; Pummel himself
has the highest value. The text
case of the card names function
or trait of the card. Each player is
dealt one card face-down, the
rest is draw pile, of which one
card is set aside as reserve card.
The game is played in rounds
and you begin with one card in
hand. The active player draws a

PYRAMIDS

BUILD A NEKROPOLIS
Earn fame for building the best
necropolis comprising Pyramid,
Obelisk and Tomb.
Building cards show two or
three stones in five possible
colors and maybe a glyph for
Pyramid, Obelisk or Tomb, for
game-end victory points for
suitable placement. Five god
tiles require placement of building cards - in the Pyramid with
each tile, in the Obelisk with tiles
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10
3, 4 and 5 and in the Tomb with
tiles 2, 4 and 5. You begin with
a building card from the facedown stack.
One round comprises five phases: 1. Stock the Quarry - for every
player a pair of building cards is
laid out openly, no rearranging!
2. Select God Tile - it determines
play order for Phase 3 and building locations. 3. Select a pair of
building cards and build it into

card, plays one of his now two
cards in hand open-faced on
the table and resolves its function or effect. Then the card is
placed openly on the personal
discard pile. If you are ousted
from the game due to a card effect, you put down your hand
card open-faced. When all players but one have been ousted
from the game, the last one in
play, or - when the draw pile
is empty - the player with the
highest-ranking Pummel friend
in hand wins a heart token, and
a new round is played. If you
hold 3-5 hearts, depending on
the number of players, you win.
A world-wide success in its original implementation Love Letter
and the trigger for the genre
of micro games, there is rarely
a game that offers that much
fun with so few rules and components, best for 3-4 players,
providing deduction, interaction, bluff and fun - be it with
the Princess or the fluffy unicorn
Pummel as main character. þ

INFORMATION

your Necropolis - one card per
turn must go into the Pyramid,
the other in Obelisk or Tomb.
Placed cards cannot be removed or relocated. For the
Pyramid, you place cards next
to other cards - 4 in Level 1, 3
in Level 2, 3 in Level 3 and 1 in
Level 4. In Levels 2-4 you place
a card on two cards beneath.
For the Obelisk, you place cards,
covering the top half of each
card with the next one, and for
the Tomb you stack cards facedown under your pyramid. 4.
End of round.
After ten rounds you score:
Pyramid for the longest connection in each color and the
absolutely longest connection;
Obelisk for the color present
in most levels; Tomb for color
majorities in comparison to
all other players, and Glyphs
in corresponding buildings.
A simple mechanism with a bit
of strategy and tactic for an attractive family game, in which
the topic is not dominant, but
provides a nice flair! þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 34 and 35

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

8+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Seiji Kanai
Artist: Stephanie Engel
Price: ca. 10 Euro
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele 2018
www.pegasus.de

EVALUATION
Cards
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Variant of Love Letter *
Minimalistic components *
Quickly explained * Lots of
fun to play
Compares to:
All editions and versions of
Love Letter
Other editions:
As Love Letter in minimum 26 languages at minimum 27 publishers

PLAYERS:

2-5

AGE:

10+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Dunstan, Gilbert
Artist: C. Chaussy, M. Menzel
Price: ca. 22 Euro
Publisher: Iello 2017
www.hutter-trade.com

EVALUATION
Tile placement, Egypt
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de en fr jp
In-game text: no
Comments:
Pretty design * Theme
superficial, game is basically abstract * Good family
game
Compares to:
Pyramids of the Sun and
other tile placement games resulting
in pyramids
Other editions:
Iello (en, fr), Hobby Japan (jp)
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PRESENTATION

u RECHEN-RALLYE / RHINO HERO

RECHEN-RALLYE

CALCULATIONS BETWEEN 1 AND 100
Race car driver Rick wants to be
first across the finish to win the
Rallye, but he can only keep
driving if the calculations are
done correctly. For each game,
you lay out a track of twelve
cards with a finish; Rick begins
on the first card of the row.
Four games offer either summation in the range of numbers 1 to 24 or multiplication in
the range of numbers 1 to 100.

6

Summation in the range of
numbers 1 to 24: 1. Plus-Rallye
- Path cards are laid out vertical
format up, 24 number cards of
values 1 to 24 are spread out.
The active player rolls all three
dice and sums the results. If
you calculated correctly, you
take the corresponding number card from the table or another player, and then move
Rick forward by the number

RHINO HERO

ACTIVE KIDS

Rhino Hero and his friends Giraffe Boy, Big E. and Batguin protect citizens from the slime balls
thrown by the Spider Monkeys;
they race each other to catch
most of the slime balls. Slime
balls are placed into the box
bottom, which is then placed on
the floor with players squatting
around them or put on a table
with players standing around
the table. You have your super

28

5
hero with horizontally attached
cloak and a super hero headquarter before you. If you are
the active player, you pick up
your super hero and touch your
head quarter. Then you run a
lap around players / table back
to your headquarter; you touch
it and call “stop”. While you run,
all other players roll three dice
simultaneously. If the active
Super Hero reaches his head-
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of Rick symbol results. 2. Superschnelle Plus-Rally - played
like Plus Rallye, but all players
calculate simultaneously, the
award card goes to the quickest player.
Multiplication in the range of
numbers 1 to 100: 1. Einmaleins-Cup - Path cards are laid
out horizonal format up, number cards are stacked. You use
the 1-2-3-4-5-Rick die. For Rick
as a result, you take a card. For
a number, you move Rick accordingly and solve the calculation on his target card; a correct solution earns you a number card. When Rick crosses the
finish, you win with most cards.
2. Einmaleins-Sprint - all play simultaneously. Rick is moved
only in your mind and all name
a solution for the calculation
on his target; the quickest
correct one gives you a card
and then Rick is moved. If you
name a wrong result, you must
discard a number card.
Nice, simple and a playful educational effect with lots of fun!
þ

INFORMATION

quarter and calls “stop”, before
„Boom“ - there is one symbol
on each of the three dice- was
rolled thrice, he wins a slime ball
for his cloak. If boom” is rolled
thrice before the Super Hero is
back at his headquarter, he has
lost the round and does not win
a slime ball. Slime balls that you
win are placed on your super
hero’s cloak and you must run
further rounds with balls on the
cloak, but cannot secure them
with your hand! If you drop a
ball while running, you must
pick it up and replace it before
you can run on. If you are first to
fill your cloak completely with
six slime balls, you win. Age or
agility differences can be countered by shorter rounds or fewer
balls to collect or fewer “boom”
results necessary to stop faster
runners.
Super fun with agility and good
practice for balance and risk assessment - sometimes slower is
better to keep your slime balls
on your cloak! þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 34 and 35

PLAYERS:

2-5

AGE:

6+

TIME:

0+

Designer: Wolfgang Dirscherl
Artist: Tobias Dahmen
Price: ca. 9 Euro
Publisher: Haba 2017
www.haba.de

EVALUATION
Math, racing
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: de en es fr it nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Practical tin * Simple rules *
Four game modes * Educational with lots of fun
Compares to:
All other math games on
numbers 1-100
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

5+

TIME:

10+

Designer: Steven Strumpf and Team
Artist: Thies Schwarz
Price: ca. 10 Euro
Publisher: Haba 2017
www.haba.de

EVALUATION
Movement, balance
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: de en es fr it nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Cute design * Trains balance and risk assessment
* Very good inducement
for moving * Adjustable
difficulty
Compares to:
Agility games with balance elements
Other editions:
Currently none
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PRESENTATION

SHIBUYA / SOUND JACK! t

SHIBUYA

ROADS AND PEDESTRIANS
Shibuya is a district and a railway station in Tokyo, famous for
the busiest pedestrian crossing
in the world; the game Shibuya
offers a puzzle on how to get
pedestrians to their destination.
Outside an imaginary board
of 4x4 cases, eight pedestrian
tokens per player are lined up
on adjacent sides, opposite to
the respective pedestrians you
place destination tiles of the

same color. Street tiles for the
4x4 board are stacked facedown.
The game comprises two phases: In the Construction phase,
you draw the top street tile
from the stack and put it anywhere on an empty slot in the
grid, there are no placement
rules . When the grid is filled, the
Crossing phase begins. Players
alternate to select one of two

SOUND JACK!

POP CULTURE AUDIO QUIZ!
The package promises the big
Audio Quiz on Pop culture, providing two game modes and
featuring more than 400 audio
questions.
The game unit comprises a
microphone-like piece as the
audio unit, on a stand with five
buttons in yellow, green, blue,
red and purple, and is also
equipped with a port for an additional loudspeaker. The unit
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8

is switched on for the selected
mode, for players from age 8 or
players from age 15. Every player then selects a color and registers with the unit by pressing
the corresponding color button.
Aim of the game is to recognize
as many sounds as possible as
quickly as you can.
Game Master Jack names a category - sports, language, songs
or countries, bands, towns or

action options. 1. Move pedestrian - you select color or shape
of the start case and then move
the pedestrian orthogonally
along any number of free cases
with this trait; you cannot stop
on a tile with one of your own
pedestrians, but can stop at a
tile with an opponent’s pedestrian. You cannot end a move in
front of an opponent’s start or
destination case. 2. Place street
tile - you place a tile on top of
a free street tile without pedestrian, the new tile must cover
the old one completely, there
can only be maximum two tiles
in a grid slot. You win, if you have
three more pedestrians at destinations than your opponents or
have a total of six of your pedestrians at destinations.
A very nice, visually attractive
abstract placement and race
game, that plays quickly and
works very well; the blocking
ban on start and destination
cases of your opponent stops
an altogether too destructive
play. þ

INFORMATION

animals, or dance styles or musical instruments and so on - and
plays the sound. It is possible to
have Jack repeat what he said,
and you can also switch off Jack
if he becomes repetitive. Whoever is first to press his button,
may answer and must answer,
before the gong sounds; after
the gong, Jack gives the solution. When your answer and
Jack’s solution correspond, the
other players press the Smiley
button and you score a point for
your answer. If you were wrong,
all players press the sad face
button and all but you score a
point.
Jack also announces the end of
the game and the scores; if you
have 20 or more points, you
win. In case of a tie, the players
involved hear another sound,
until one winner is determined.
And if it does not get boring,
Jack has a few surprises under
his belt - and no, I do not tell
about them here.
A nice gimmick with some
rather challenging sounds, a
fun game for fans of sounds and
music. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 34 and 35

PLAYERS:

2, 4

AGE:

8+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Yusuke Sato
Artist: Kotaro Kawa
Price: ca. 19 Euro
Publ.: New Board Game Party / Japon Brand 2018
http://ameblo.jp/newgame201/

EVALUATION
Abstract placement game
Users: With friends
Version: jp
Rules: de en fr jp
In-game text: no
Comments:
Minimum age 14+ in rules,
8+ on box * Abstract, rather
simple * Winning possible
without building over tiles
* Team version for 4 players
Compares to:
Abstract placement games with opposite end destinations
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-5

AGE:

8+

TIME:

15+

Designer: not named
Artist: not named
Price: ca. 35 Euro
Publ.: Zanzoon / HUCH! 2018
www.hutter-trade.com

EVALUATION
Music, quiz, audio
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Attractive game unit *
Varied, nice selection of
sounds and music
Compares to:
Simon for game mechanics
Some tricky questions
Other editions:
Currently none
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PRESENTATION

u SPEED CUPS 6 / STICKY CHAMELEONS

SPEED CUPS 6

CUP ARRANGING FOR SIX!
The Speed Stacking hype has
passed, but the game mechanics are still a good template for
reaction and dexterity games.
Speed Cups had taken up the
topic for the feature of components and arranging and is now
coming back as a special edition, Speed Cups 6 for up to six
players and featuring 12 new
task cards.

6

There are 30 cups in five colors,
36 task cards and a bell. Each
player has five cups - one each
in blue, red, green, black and
yellow. On the tasks cards, those
cups are represented by various
images or integrated in various
objects; so, for instance, five
cups make up the column of
a building crane or a task card
shows five flower chests or five
jackets or five cups or five meer-

STICKY CHAMELEONS

CATCHING INSECTS WITH A GLIBB TONGUE
You are a young, hungry chameleon and therefore try to
catch insects and snatch up the
choicest and plumpest ones.
There is a selection of six types
of insects available, in varying
shapes - T for a Dragonfly, L for
the Grasshopper, Rectangle for
the Spider, Wave for the Caterpillar, Circle for the Bug and Star
for the Mosquito, each insect
comes in five colors. All insects

30

6

and among them five wasps
are spread out on the table.
The active player rolls a color
die - it shows pink, purple, blue
and yellow once each and twice
green - and an insect die; the
result determines the current
plumpest insect. All players
try quickly and simultaneously
to catch this insect with their
sticky glibber tongue. If you
manage it, you remove it, using
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kats, of course always in five
colors.
The top card is revealed, and,
depending on the image, you
must either set out the cups in
the right order in a row or stack
them on top of each other stack them for the traffic light,
set them in a row for cards. As
soon as you are done you hit the
bell - if you are first to do so, you
arrangement is checked. If all is
correct, you take the card. If you
made a mistake, the secondfastest will get the card, if his
arrangement of cups is correct.
When the card has been taken,
the next one is revealed, and
new arrangements are made,
and so on. When all 36 cards
have been played, you win with
most cards.
Speed Cups 6 offers again a nice
interpretation of Speed Stacking. The templates for the horizontal or vertical arrangements
of cups are clearly and easily
recognized and provide a quick,
well-working game with lots of
fun and lots of practice for pattern recognition and quick reactions. þ

INFORMATION

your regular hand, and put it
back on the table. While it is still
sticking to your sticky tongue,
the other players can still catch
it with their tongue and snatch
if from yours. You may only
touch the current plumpest insect with your hand to remove
it from your tongue, you cannot touch any other insect or
a wasp with your hand. Other
insects caught at the same time
are put back. For a successfully
caught and returned insect,
you receive a Yummy chip, if
you are unstung. Should you,
however, snatch a wasp, you
are stung; if it is on your tongue
when you put back the current
plumpest insect, you do not get
a Yummy chip. If you take your
5th Yummy token, you win!
A cute topic, nice and very pretty components and a lot of fun
with the sticky glibber tongues,
which do not always behave as
you want them to! Good practice for hand-eye-coordination
and reaction. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 34 and 35

PLAYERS:

2-6

AGE:

6+

TIME:

15+

Designer: Haim Shafir
Artist: Y. Shimoni, B. Spelger
Price: ca. 20 Euros
Publisher: Amigo Spiele 2018
www.amigo-spiele.de

EVALUATION
Pattern recognition, speed
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
Special edition of Speed
Cups * Simple mechanism
* Very clever tasks * Good,
functional components
* Trains reaction speed,
hand-eye coordination and
spatial thinking
Compares to:
Speed Cups, Speed Stacking
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-26

AGE:

6+

TIME:

15+

Designer: T. Rivière, C. Barbé
Artist: Rémy Tornior
Price: ca. 16 Euro
Publisher: Iello 2018
www.iello.fr

EVALUATION
Dexterity
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: de en cn fr pt
In-game text: no
Comments:
Cute idea * Nice components * Needs good
hand-eye-coordination and
fast reactions * (c) Image
elclarkey (BGG)
Compares to:
Slap-to-take games in general, first on
with glibber stuff
Other editions:
GoKids (cn), Iello (fr), Mebo (pt)
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PRESENTATION

TEMPLAR’S JOURNEY / UNLOCK t

TEMPLAR’S JOURNEY

PREPARE FOR A CRUSADE
Europe is preparing for a Crusade. Knights of the Temple
travel the lands, recruit knights
in towns, collect gold, complete
missions and want to place their
knights into ships when a Papal
Edict is called; all that gives victory points.
The six rounds of the game are
divided into three action rounds
and three shipping rounds. The
number of action in an Action

round depends on the path the
Pope takes to the next harbor.
When he arrives at a harbor, a
shipping round with scoring of
knights is triggered.
In an Action round, the starting
player moves the Pope one step
on the action track; either on a
green flag - the starting player
can place a knight into a city
with one of your Templars - or
on a red flag - he can remove an

UNLOCK

ESCAPE ADVENTURES
Space Cowboys, too, could not
pass on the new hype of Escape
Room games and has, with Unlock Escape Room Adventures,
provided a new version for the
genre, this time in combination
with a mandatory App and only
cards for components, played in
real-time.
As in all those games, you explore scenes and settings, discover clues, combine objects
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and solve puzzles to find codes,
all within 60 minutes. Numbers
and letters in a circle always indicate cards that you have to extract from the stack and reveal
- there are objects, also for combination with others, machines
for using/handling, cards that
ask for a code and cards for locations, results, penalties or modifications. The use of the App is
mandatory, codes for progress

opposing knight from a city in
an area with one of his Templars.
Then, every player selects one
of his six action cards - to take
gold, place a knight or move a
Templar, always either in safe or
in risky mode, as too many cards
played from the same category
results in penalty actions for
players who selected the risky
option. In a Shipping round, two
cities are scored; whoever has
the majority of knights there, receives the Edict and scores two
points; then knights are allocated to ships for points. Knights in
temples enable special actions.
After six rounds, you score gold,
knights in the 7th city and completed missions.
Lots of tactic and lots of interaction on the variable board, as
the order of scoring the cities is
known from the start; the two
optional modes for the actions
is an interesting challenge with
the risk of penalties. A game
that is also recommended for
families with some gaming experience. þ

INFORMATION

must be entered into the App.
The game also comes with a 10card tutorial. Escape Adventures
provides three scenarios of 60
cards each:
Die Formel is an Escape Room
type adventure, in a secret lab
you must save a serum. In der
Mausefalle -a classic Point & Click
experience, you must counteract the plans of Dr. Noside. The
third adventure, for experienced
players only, is Die Insel des Doktor Goorse - you visit an eccentric
collector and must escape his
traps. All adventures are intended for cooperative play; you can,
however, play the scenarios Die
Formel and In der Mausefalle
also in solitaire mode.
Unlock works very well, using
only app and cards, no additional components are necessary,
and nothing is destroyed, so
that the game can be replayed
anytime. All in all, a well-done
challenge for all fans of Escape
Room games, featuring cleverly
made, but sometimes very difficult puzzles. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 34 and 35

PLAYERS:

3-5

AGE:

14+

TIME:

60+

Designer: Jani and Teri Moliis
Artist: C. Stephan, A. Kersten
Price: ca. 30 Euro
Publisher: Queen Games 2017
www.queen-games.de

EVALUATION
Worker placement
Users: With friends
Version: multi
Rules: de en
In-game text: no
Comments:
Nice topic * Variable board
* Known scoring order *
Lots of tactic and interaction
Compares to:
Hornet, other Worker placement games
Other editions:
Currently none, previously as Hornet
with Z-Man and Lautapelit

PLAYERS:

2-6

AGE:

10+

TIME:

60+

Designer: Cyril Demaegd and Team
Artist: Pierre Santamaria and Team
Price: ca. 28 Euro
Publ.: Space Cowboys / Asmodee 2017
www.asmodee.de

EVALUATION
Escape Room, cooperative
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en fr more
languages
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Re-playable, no one-way
components * App works
well * Some puzzles are
very difficult
Compares to:
EXIT and other Escape Room versions
Other editions:
From nine more companies in a total
of 13 languages
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PRESENTATION

u WANTED 7 / WORD SLAM MIDNIGHT

WANTED 7

GUNFIGHTERS FOR PROTECTORS
The situation in Wild West gets
more and more out of hand,
residents hope to be protected
by gunfighters hired at the
saloon at the meeting of the
seven most wanted gangs. Every player holds an identical
set of nine cards and there is a
Tie Breaker card. 35 gunfighter
markers are shuffled facedown.
A round in the game comprises

8

four steps: 1. Place one gunfighter each on locations available in relation to player numbers. 2. Shuffle your deck and
draw four cards for your starting hand. 3. Play cards in turn at
an available location, locations
with a gunfighter, that is, either
to an empty location on top of
a lower card there; only the top
card of a location is valid. If applicable, you can use the effect

WORD SLAM MIDNIGHT

WORD DEFINITIONS, A BIT RISQUÉ
Words in four levels of difficulty
< Beginners - e.g. Pest, Simple e.g. Mont Blanc, Advanced - e.g.
Competition, and Expert - e.g.
Midlife Crisis > are explained using other words from a defined
supply. You play in teams, using
explanation cards featuring subject, verb, adjective and other
kinds of words are available. You
draw a card from the chosen
level of difficulty. The explainers

32

of the round for each team look
at the word determined by dice
roll and can select another word
from the card if the first one is
too difficult. Then they search
their personal supply of explanation cards – both stacks are
identical – and choose words
that are best suited to explain
the term on the card. Selected
cards are put on the holder. Explainers cannot use sound,
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of the card - put it on top of any
card with a beer/whisky symbol or remove cards in adjacent
locations or relocate cards. 4.
Draw a card.
If all players are out of cards or
there is at least one card with
every gunfighter, the round
ends and you add the values
of your visible cards and score
5-4-3-2-1 points in descending order of sums and bonuses
for special locations; then you
take the gunfighters at your
visible cards. After four rounds
you score for the number of
your gunfighters from different
gangs and number of gunfighters in your gangs.
In the Designer’s Variant cards
are played and revealed simultaneously and placed in
descending order, the player
holding the Tie Breaker card
decides ties. If you place 4, you
receive the Tie Breaker card.
Simple, fast, thrilling, good
and sometimes with surprising
twists - due to the card effects
- that can be rather nasty and
aggravating. þ

INFORMATION

mime or and pantomime. You
can rearrange cards on the
holder and remove cards or
place new cards, but you cannot
use one card to partially cover
another card to create a word
fragment. The team holding the
timer can decide to use it and
turn it over, now both teams
have only time to guess until
the timer runs out. Of course,
you can listen to the guesses of
the other team to maybe get a
hint. The first to guess the right
word receives the card. For a
new round, new explainers are
chosen, and the timer is given to
the other team. The Game ends
after a predetermined number
of cards, and you win with most
cards.
In the adult version, too, Word
Slam is a challenge, attractive
but difficult! If you are fastest
to search through the stack and
can quickly remember words
you see, you will find suitable
combinations quicker - hopefully my team will understand
what I want to tell them! þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 34 and 35

PLAYERS:

AGE:

2-6

8+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Eloi Pujadas
Artist: Amelia Sales
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publisher: GDM Games 2017
www.gdmgames.com

EVALUATION
Cards, collecting
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en es fr
In-game text: no
Comments:
Simple rules * Surprising
effects * Good family game,
lots of fun * (c) Image jetep
(BGG)
Compares to:
Games with securing positions to collect things
Other editions:
Intrafin (en fr it nl)

PLAYERS:

3+

AGE:

18+

TIME:

45

Designer: I. and M. Brand
Artist: Fiore GmbH
Price: ca. 13 Euro
Publisher: Kosmos 2016
www.kosmos.de

EVALUATION
Word explanation
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Adult edition
Compares to:
Word Slam, Word Slam
Family
Other editions:
Currently none
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PRESENTATION

X / XI’AN t

X

PRETTY TRICKY!
A new variant for the range of
the games using roll dice + mark
results mechanisms. This game
uses four dice - three blue ones
and one red die - and a scoring
sheet for each player, on which
you must fill rows by crossing
out slots in the row to score
points. In a game of two players, every player must cross out
the nine slots showing “2” on his
sheet at the start of the game;

8
in a game of four players, everybody crosses out the two slots
marked with “4” on the sheet,
again at the start of the game.
The starting player also marks
his sheet as required.
The sheet is split into halves; in
the left half you cross out what
you rolled yourself; in the right
half you mark what other players roll. The active player rolls all
four dice, forms two pairs - dice

XI’AN

TERRACOTTA ARMY
As a delegate of the Emperor,
you lead a team of workers
to collect resources, craft and
decorate the warrior statues
and equip them with weapons
made from wood or bronze, all
to collect prestige.
You draw four cards per round;
each round comprises two turns
for which you use two cards per
turn - the top on for worker actions, the bottom one (as laid
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out by you) for building actions.
Worker actions are Tax Collector
for money, Craftsman for clay
blocks, Miner for color pigments
or permanent Helper until the
end of the game. Building actions: The number of master
builders per pair of building
spaces is limited; entering occupied buildings costs you one
coin per master builder in it;
you can enter the same build-

colors are irrelevant - and sums
the pips on each pair. Then you
cross out a slot in the appropriate rows in the left half of your
sheet. All other players may
form a pair using two of three
blue dice and mark the result in
the right half of the sheet.
If you cross out the last slot in a
row on the left, you also cross
out the “!” to score two points.
You name the completed row
and all players, including the
active one, cross out one of the
small circles for this row in the
right sheet half. Completely
marked rows on the right side
score you a point for every player who has crossed out the “!” in
this row, After 4, 5 o5 6 crossedout “!” in case of 4, 3 or 2 players,
the scores are added up.
An attractive version, which
very nicely incorporates the
markings of other players into
your own scoring; you need to
always keep an eye on what the
others do mark to be able to
profit. þ

INFORMATION

ing twice per round. You can
only enter a building, if you can
implement its action; you can
also take a coin instead of entering a building; if you cannot
pay all the building cost, you
lose prestige accordingly. In the
Workshop, you craft a warrior; in
the Lab, you paint a warrior; in
the Palace you move you own
supervisor und receive the corresponding mausoleum tile this you lay out openly for ability
and prestige points - and in the
Armory you forge equipment.
After six rounds you score painted warriors in relation to their
location, sets of different equipment cards, unused bonuses,
game-end bonuses and sets of
unused resources and win with
most prestige.
Dilemma in selecting cards and
selecting actions, a limited number of turns, varying strategies
for acquisition of victory points
- a dense, intense, challenging
and thrilling „What do I do first
with which card?” game to tear
your hair and to enjoy! þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 34 and 35

PLAYERS:

AGE:

2-4

8+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Team Noris
Artist: Fiore GmbH
Price: ca. 10 Euro
Publisher: Noris Spiele 2018
www.noris-spiele.de

EVALUATION
Dice
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr it
In-game text: no
Comments:
Compact and good *
Nice version of a standard
mechanism * Interesting
scoring rules
Compares to:
All dice game with marking
of results
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

14+

TIME:

45+

Designer: M. Legato, F. Testini
Artist: Davide Corsi
Price: ca. 45 Euro
Publisher: Matagot 2017
www.matagot.com

EVALUATION
Develop, collect
Users: With friends
Version: fr
Rules: en fr it
In-game text: no
Comments:
Very beautiful components
* Intense dilemma game
* Several strategies for
victory points * (c) Image
Newyn (BGG)
Compares to:
Development with limitation of turns
and cards to use per turn
Other editions:
Pendragon Game Studio (it), Surfin
’Meeple (en)
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PRESENTATION
GALLERY

u A QUICK GLIMPSE ON GAMES

BIBI BLOCKSBERG VERHEXTER HEXENBESEN
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele
Designer: Kai Haferkamp

5

DWEEBIES

Publisher: Game Factory
Designer: Tim Roediger

EINHORN GLITZERGLÜCK FUNKEL-BINGO

6

Publisher: Haba 2018
Designer: Kristin Mückel

3

Target cards in a grid must be hit with the Bibi piece. Hexenbesen-Zielfliegen: You hold ten open symbol chips and throw Bibi
- if she lands on a target, you turn over the corresponding chip;
if Bibi lands on a cake, you must turn up a chip. If you have all
chips face-down, you win. Rasanter Hexenbesen-Flug: Chips are
distributed in the room. You let Bibi fly - if she lands on a target,
all simultaneously search for the corresponding chip. If you find
none or get up to search when Bibi lands on a cake, you advance
your marker one step on the board. If someone reaches the last
case, you win, if you are furthest behind on the track.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Colorful Dweebies are in the deck in different numbers, dots on
the cards indicate the amount of that Dweebie; you are dealt
five Dweebies. You play a card from your hand and put it on the
table open faced; into the middle to begin, or next to any card
already on the table. If this results in a pair of identical Dweebies
at the opposite ends of an orthogonal row of cards you pick up
all cards in this row. When the display is split in two by taking a
row, all must place their cards to ensure quickest possible reconnection; until then nobody can take a row. Then you draw a card.
When all players are out of cards you win with most cards.
Version: multi * Rules: de fr it + en es fr nl pl th * In-game text: no

Discs show images from the Einhorn Glitzerglück universe and
are spread out face-down; each player has an individual Bingo
board with varying arrangements of the images. In turn, players
turn over one disc - all players check if this image can be found
on their board; if they find it, the mark it with a cloud crystal;
the disc is set aside. If you are first to have arranged four cloud
crystals on your board in a orthogonal or diagonal row, you win.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it nl * In-game text: no

Action- and dexterity game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Card collecting game for 2-6 players, ages 6+

Bingo game for 2-4 players, ages 3+

Elefantastico

Publisher: Noris Spiele

KING OF TOKYO POWER UP!

3

Publisher: Iello / Hutter
Designers: Richard Garfield , Skaff Elias

PARTY & CO ORIGINAL

8

Publisher: Jumbo

Circus elephant Elefantastico is presenting a balance and
dexterity act. The game features 32 wooden sticks in four colors.
Players take turns; the active player takes one of the sticks from
the box - the color does not matter; all colors are purely decorative - and stacks it on Elefantastico. When sticks drop off the
elephant, the active player must take them. When there are no
sticks left in the box, you win with fewest sticks.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Monsters develop, too! This expansion features evolution cards
for the monsters from King of Tokyo, and a new Monster Pandakaï. You have eight evolution cards for your monster, draw two
and select one of them as the starting evolution. When a monster rolls three green hearts, you draw a bonus of two evolution
cards and take one up in hand. Some evolutions can be played
during an opponent’s turn; and evolutions are either once-only
and discarded after use or permanent. In a variant, you draft the
shuffled and evenly distributed evolution cards. New edition,
first edition 2012 Heidelberger Spieleverlag
Version: de * Rules: cn de en fr hu it jp nl pl pt ro * In-game text: yes

Players form teams, select a phonograph piece and take one
scoring chip per color. You roll a die and must resolve the task in
the category of the case you reach. On main category cases, you
put the color chip on your phonograph if you master the task.
For each category, there are requirements for correct resolving.
Categories are Red - brand names; Blue - gestures and sounds;
Yellow - Question & Answer; Green - Drawing, of items, locations
and animals; Purple - forbidden word, with names of real and
fictitious persons. When a team has collected all chips for the
phonograph and masters a task on the central logo case, it has
won the game. Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Stacking game for 1-4 players, ages 3+

Expansion for King of Tokyo for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Party game for 3-20 players, ages 13+

RIGA EHRENBÜRGER
Publisher: Ostia Spiele
Designer: Stefan Risthaus

SMASH UP: DIE WILDEN 70ER
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele
Designer: Paul Peterson

TRIOVISION

Publisher: HUCH! & friends
Designer: Susanne Galonska

7

The card Ehrenbürger is displayed and the marker begins on case
3.If you build a building, you donate a surplus in paid commodities to the city. If the donation is higher than the sum indicated
by the marker, you take the card and place the marker on the
donation value. If you do not get the card, your donation is forfeit. Voluntary overpaying is allowed. If you own the Ehrenbürger
card at the end of the game, you score three victory points for it.
Version: multi* Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Simple goal: control the world by destroying bases with your
own creatures from your two factions. At the start you activate
and resolve abilities; then you play creature, action or both and
check the bases for destruction and scoring; after that you draw
cards and activate turn-end abilities. Bases are scored, if the total
value of all played creatures equals or tops the destroying value
of the base. Whoever is first to acquire 15 victory points, wins.
Big in Japan features four new factions - Discotänzer, Kung-FuKämpfer, Trucker und Vigilanten, the card separators for them
and four over-sized Titans. Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Triovision trains planning and positioning; all players try simultaneously to relocate one of the pieces on the board so that
three pieces are arranged in one of the arrangements visible on
the cards on display. If you manage this, you take the card and
win, if you collected most cards. If someone announces „nothing
possible anymore“, you check this, too, and if this announcement
is correct, the player can relocate two pieces to win a card. Mirror
image solutions are not possible!
Coproduction with IQ-Spiele
New edition, first edition 2008
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr nl * In-game text: no

Expansion for Riga for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Stand-alone expansion for Smash Up! for 2-4 players, ages 12+

Educational placement game for 1-6 players, ages 7+
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Color codes for target groups (Headline Color)
For children + learn
With friends
For families
For experts

Color codes for features (Bar in Evalution box)
Chance
Strategy
Knowledge
Tactic
Creativity
Memory

Communication
Interaction

Dexterity
Action
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Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 5
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age
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